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FINANCIAL RISK CAPACITY

Saki Bigio1

Financial crises seem particularly severe and lengthy when banks fail

to recapitalize after large losses. I explain this failure and the conse-

quent depth of financial crises through a model in which banks provide

intermediation in markets with informational asymmetries. Large eq-

uity losses reduce a bank’s capacity to bear further losses. Losing this

capacity leads to reductions in intermediation and exacerbates adverse

selection. Adverse selection, in turn, lowers profits from intermediation,

which explains the failure to attract equity injections or retain earnings

quickly. Financial crises are infrequent events characterized by low eco-

nomic growth that is overcome only as banks slowly recover by retaining

earnings. I explore several policy interventions.

Keywords: Financial Crisis, Adverse Selection, Capacity Constraints.

1. INTRODUCTION

Financial crises often originate from episodes of extreme bank losses and later develop into pro-

longed economic declines. Their depth and duration are known to be particularly severe (see Cerra

and Saxena, 2008; Reinhart and Rogoff, 2009). The observation that we can trace financial crises

to episodes of bank equity losses suggests that these crises could be mitigated if equity was to be

quickly reallocated back to the financial industry following the losses. It is not coincidental that the

slow recovery of bank equity has been a major concern for policy makers, academics, and practi-

tioners alike.1 In fact, during his only television interview at the time, the Chairman of the Federal

Reserve, Ben Bernanke, was asked when the crisis would be over, to which he answered, “When

banks start raising capital on their own.”2 Why is it then that the financial sector takes so long to

rebuild its equity, thus prolonging financial crises?

This paper offers a new theory, one that speaks to the severity and persistence of financial crises.

Under this theory, financial crises occur even though there are no physical changes in the economy

and bankers have no impediments to recapitalizing their banks. Instead, crises stem from the in-
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teraction of two mechanisms. One mechanism produces a decline in profitability once banks suffer

losses. With the other, bankers fail to coordinate equity injections once profitability is low. Their

interaction creates a financial system that struggles to retain profits and to attract fresh equity

during crises. This limits the amount of intermediation and hurts growth.

The mechanism that causes a decline in profitability during crises is inherent to financial interme-

diation. One natural role for banks is to deal with asymmetric information between borrowers and

lenders: banks diversify transaction risks caused by asymmetric information.3 Although financial

institutions use their scale to pool assets and diversify those risks, they are not immune to large

losses. On the contrary, to perform their job, banks must have the capacity to tolerate financial

losses, i.e., the financial risk capacity. Under this mechanism, when banks face unexpected equity

losses, they lose this capacity and must scale down their operations. In this lies the root of the

problem; when banks curtail their activities, borrowers exploit their information advantage, causing

intermediation margins to fall. This decline triggers the second mechanism whereby bankers fail to

coordinate the recapitalization of financial institutions. Eventually, the financial system recovers.

But this only comes through retained earnings, an essentially lethargic process when volumes and

margins are low. Economic growth follows this pattern.

Any theory that speaks to the persistence of financial crises must confront why banks take so long

to be recapitalized. Without equity entry barriers, the answer must rely on a decline in bank profit

margins during a crisis. Otherwise, high margins should attract new equity or at least translate into

rapid revenue retention. In either case, high profit margins accelerate recoveries. However, recent

macroeconomic theories of financial intermediation cannot explain declines in profitability during

crises. This is because those theories place frictions exclusively on the funding side of banks —

limits to raise debt and equity.4 Without frictions in their lending activities, competition arguments

suggest that profits from financial intermediation should rise, not fall, during crises. After all, as

with any normal good or service, marginal profits rise when supply is constrained. This paper shows

that frictions in the loan market lead to profitability declines in a crisis. Furthermore, this decline

breaks a natural stabilizing force behind financial markets. Equity injections and retained earnings

that are effective stabilizers for moderate financial losses prove to be ineffective when losses are

large.

My goal is to provide some first analytic steps that formalize these ideas. I have tried to do so with

a minimal set of ingredients. In the model, the reader will find five ingredients: (1) The reallocation

of resources across sectors fuels growth. This feature links financial with real activity. (2) Banks

face limited liability. This ties financial activity to financial risk capacity. (3) Intermediation is

risky. Thus, financial risk capacity evolves stochastically. (4) Financial intermediation is subject to

asymmetric information. This friction delivers low profitability when financial risk capacity is low.

3This view is rooted in modern banking theory (see Freixas and Rochet, 2008) and Leland and Pyle (1977),
Diamond (1984), or Boyd and Prescott (1986) for formal models.

4In most macroeconomic models of intermediation developed after the crisis banks, cannot raise equity because
bankers are fully invested specialists who face agency frictions. I review this literature in the next section.
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Figure 1: US Banking Indicators and Investment.

(5) Investors inject equity only if they expect to be rewarded by above-average profits.

Together, these ingredients constitute an economy with infrequent, but persistent financial crises.

These crises fit the patterns of the 2008-2009 crisis described in Figure 1. The top-left panel shows

the evolution of the market capitalization of a group of selected US bank holding companies and the

XLF finance stock index. A sharp decline in both variables starts two quarters prior to the Great

Recession and continues thereafter. The bottom-left shows a measure of financial intermediation:

the flow of syndicated loans with investment purposes. This variable echoes the behavior of bank

equity capital. The top-right shows a measure of profitability: the return on bank equity (ROE).

This measure shows stable behavior throughout the decade prior, falls dramatically during the

recession, and remains low for five years after. The bottom-right shows the decline in non-residential

investment, a symptom of the economic deceleration during these years.

The theory attributes the slow recovery of bank equity to the decline in profitability observed after

many crises. Of course, by this I do not mean that this is the only reason why outside equity does

not flow to banks during crises. On the contrary, it is not hard to see how low profit margins would

exacerbate other common explanations. For example, reductions in profits can only add stress to

agency frictions such as moral hazard (Holmstrom and Tirole, 1997) or limited enforcement (Hart

and Moore, 1994). Furthermore, low profits can only worsen the debt-overhang problem introduced

by Myers (1977) and recently placed in the context of the crisis by Philippon (2010). Similarly, low

profits can only exacerbate asymmetric information between inside and outside investors, a classic
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argument in Myers and Majluf (1984) also recently revisited by Tirole (2011) and Philippon and

Skreta (2011).

At first, the idea that adverse selection in credit markets worsens during crises may seem to

conflict with tighter credit standards or flight-to-quality behavior during downturns (see Bernanke

et al., 1996b). In fact, there is no conflict; there is no reason why adverse selection and flight-to-

quality cannot operate in tandem. Adverse selection can worsen within assets of common observed

characteristics while banks recompose portfolios between assets of different observed characteristics.

What is critical for our discussion is that the profitability decline is not overturned by flight-to-

quality. Indeed, static models that couple flight-to-quality with adverse selection show that this is

not the case (see Malherbe, 2013).

The next section contrasts the paper with the literature. Section 3 provides a graphical description

of the mechanics of the main model. That model is laid out in Section 4 and characterized in Section

5. Section 6 presents two analytic examples that underscore the role of information asymmetries.

Section 7 presents numerical illustrations of the model’s dynamics. Section 8 studies two policy

experiments. Section 9 concludes. A computational algorithm and proofs are in the Appendix.

2. RELATIONSHIP TO THE LITERATURE

The paper is related to two branches of financial macroeconomics. The first branch examines the

dynamics of financial intermediation through the evolution of the financial sector’s net worth. The

second investigates the effects of asymmetric information in financial market intermediation.

Studies in the first branch link the net worth of the financial sector to the amount of financial

intermediation through agency frictions. This literature builds on earlier work by Bernanke and

Gertler (1989) and Bernanke et al. (1996a) that studies how financial frictions that constrain non-

financial firms amplify business cycles. Holmstrom and Tirole (1997) added a second layer. That

paper introduced agency frictions to intermediaries that channel resources to non-financial firms.

Since the onset of the Great Recession, several papers have incorporated similar intermediaries into

state-of-the-art business cycle models. For example, Gertler and Karadi (2011) and Gertler and Kiy-

otaki (2010) study the business cycle effects of equity losses for intermediaries. This paper is closer

to the continuous time models of He and Krishnamurthy (2013) (henceforth HK), Brunnermeier and

Sannikov (2014) (henceforth BS), and Adrian and Boyarchenko (2013) because those papers also

stress the non-linear nature of intermediation dynamics. In He and Krishnamurthy (2013), equity

shocks are amplified through a substitution of equity financing toward debt. In BS and Adrian and

Boyarchenko (2013), amplification operates through fire sales.5 This paper differs from the literature

in some important aspects. First, intermediaries do not operate production; they reallocate capital.

5Fire sale phenomena were first described by Shleifer and Vishny (1992). A feedback between losses in intermediary
capital and reductions in asset values is also a theme in Gromb and Vayanos (2002) and Brunnermeier and Pedersen
(2009). Maggiori (2011) extends this framework to a two-country setup to study current account dynamics. Diamond
and Rajan (2011) study strategic behavior by banks to exploit fire sales by their competitors. Vayanos and Wang
(2011) introduce asymmetric information into a related setup.
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Second, they issue liabilities that become means of payment. Third, frictions they do not limit the

ability to raise equity, but do affect their intermediation activities. Thus, non-linear effects result

from the interplay among low bank capital, asymmetric information, and low profitability. However,

this literature emphasizes the role of pecuniary externalities (see Lorenzoni, 2008; Bianchi, 2011a)

and a similar externality shows up here.

The emphasis on asymmetric information in asset qualities allows me to study the dynamic

implications of an idea championed by Stiglitz and Greenwald (2003). That work argues that credit

quality deteriorates when banks provide little intermediation, and regards this as being essential

to understanding cycles and the behavior of banks in crises. Of course this is not the only paper

where credit quality varies over the cycle. Gennaioli et al. (2013) study an environment where

intermediaries increase leverage when they can mutually insure against idiosyncratic credit risk.

However, their higher leverage increases aggregate credit risk. In Martinez-Miera and Suarez (2011)

and Begenau (2014), banks can choose the risk of their assets directly. As an outcome, those models

deliver procyclical credit risk, but they cannot explain declines in margins in crises. In this paper,

credit risk and returns depend on market conditions — these variables do not have a constant

relationship.

Turning to the second branch of the literature, this paper follows work that begins with Stiglitz

and Weiss (1981) and Myers and Majluf (1984) that investigates asymmetric information on the

side of borrowers. Carlstrom and Fuerst (1997) build on that framework to study credit rationing

through the cycle. This paper is closer to Eisfeldt (2004) who studies an asset market with asym-

metric information. There, adverse selection adds a cost to insure against investment risks. Bigio

(2014) and Kurlat (2013) follow that study with models where assets are also sold under asymmetric

information to fund production projects. The novelty here is the interaction between intermediary

equity and asymmetric information. This interaction is important because those models lack strong

internal propagation: the persistence of adverse selection follows exogenous shocks. Here, low bank

equity leads to a persistent aggravation of adverse selection.6 This connects to the business cycle

decompositions in Christiano et al. (2012) and Ajello (2012). Those papers find a prevalence of

exogenous shocks that exacerbate asymmetric information. Although those models lack interme-

diaries, their filtering exercises find that dates associated with stronger adverse selection coincide

with dates where financial institutions were in distress.

A feedback between net worth and adverse selection is a common theme in the insurance litera-

ture. Winter (1991) and Gron (1994a,b) describe insurance market crises where swings in insurance

premia and volumes occur after insurers suffer equity losses. The connection with financial mar-

kets was emphasized by Darrell Duffie during his Presidential Address to the American Finance

Association in 2010 (see Duffie, 2010).

6Other models that study lemons markets, such as Hendel and Lizzeri (1999), Guerrieri and Shimer (2011a),
Plantin (2009), or Daley and Green (2011), obtain persistence through learning.
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3. THE MODEL IN A NUTSHELL

In his celebrated Debt Deflation Theory, Irving Fisher compares financial crises to the capsizing

of a boat that “under ordinary conditions, is always near a stable equilibrium but which, after be-

ing tipped beyond a certain angle, has no longer this tendency to return to equilibrium...”. Eighty

years ago, in the aftermath of the Great Depression, Fisher was providing us with a rudimentary

description of the non-linear nature of financial crises. The main insight here is that asymmet-

ric information in financial markets can induce these “rocking boat” dynamics. The underlying

mechanism can be explained in a nutshell in Figure 2. Panel (2a) illustrates how profitability is a

stabilizing force behind financial markets and Panel (2b) how asymmetric information breaks the

tendency to return to equilibrium. Figure 2 will be our guide throughout the paper.

(a) Financial Intermediation under Symmetric Information

(b) Financial Intermediation under Asymmetric Information

Figure 2: Financial Intermediation With and Without Asymmetric Information

Let me first discuss Panel (2a). The two curves represent aggregate demand and supply schedules

for an asset. In any intermediated market, intermediaries buy assets from suppliers and resell assets

to final buyers. For a given aggregate volume of trade Q, the intermediaries’ marginal profits —
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arbitrage — are the distance between the price at the supply schedule to the price at the demand

schedule, at that Q. If some friction imposes a limit on the volume of intermediation, there is a

positive arbitrage. In models with financial frictions, the net worth of intermediaries caps Q. Thus,

volumes of intermediation are increasing in the financial sector’s net worth, which is why Q is

labelled as a function of net worth in the figure.

The shapes of the demand and supply schedules govern the behavior of marginal profits. In the

case of Panel (2a), marginal profits are decreasing in Q —and thus also in net worth. Conversely, the

evolution of net worth is influenced by marginal profits in two ways: directly, by affecting retained

earnings, and, indirectly, by attracting outside equity injections or dividends.

To understand this relation, suppose that there is a level of marginal profits below which divi-

dends are paid out. This threshold is the length of the vertical line indicated as the profitability exit

threshold. Similarly, suppose there is another profitability threshold above which equity injections

are attracted. This is the vertical line indicated as the profitability entry threshold. Whenever net

worth is above the level that induces exit-threshold profits, dividends are paid out. The opposite oc-

curs whenever net worth is below the level that induces entry-threshold profits —injections replenish

net worth. Because the entry and exit profit levels are not the same, there is also an intermediate

inaction region where intermediaries neither pay dividends nor raise equity. Within that region,

equity has a tendency to increase, but only through retained earnings. This simple graph describes

an economic force that brings forth financial stability. If anything reduces net worth below (above)

the equity entry (exit) point, intermediaries raise (decrease) equity. In that world, intermediation,

equity, and profits live in a bounded region.

Asymmetric information alters this stabilization force. This is the situation in Panel (2b). Under

asymmetric information, demand may feature a backward-bending portion. The intuition is simple:

when intermediaries purchase capital under asymmetric information, both the quantity and the

quality of assets increase with the purchase price: the supply schedule is increasing as usual. Now,

suppose intermediaries bear all the transaction risks and, thus, receive a price that depends on

the quality of the assets they resell. Standard consumer theory dictates that a marginal unit of

savings is valued less than the unit before, provided they are assets of the same quality. However,

if qualities improve sufficiently fast with quantities, the final price may be increasing in quantities.

The result is an effective demand curve that may be back-ward bending. A direct consequence is

that marginal profits are also not necessarily decreasing as before. Instead, marginal profits are

potentially hump-shaped. In the case of Panel (2b), the hump-shape in marginal profits generates

two inaction regions instead of the single region found in Panel (2a).

Let’s return to the point of interest: the stability of financial intermediation. Let’s assume that net

worth is in the inaction region at the right of Panel (2b). In that region, the dynamics of equity and

intermediation depend on the size of intermediation losses, as in Fisher’s rocking-boat analogy. A

shock that produces equity losses, but only sends the economy to the neighboring injection region to

the left, will be counterbalanced by quick equity injections. As a result, small shocks are stabilized,
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just as in Panel (2a). However, if losses are large enough to send the economy to the inaction region

at the left, the economy loses the tendency to return to equilibrium. Because profits are low in that

other region, intermediaries lack the individual incentives to inject equity. Unless they coordinate an

entry, equity remains low for a while. All in all, large shocks can capsize this economy. Eventually,

this economy will recover, but slowly as intermediaries retain earnings.

The next section presents a dynamic environment where similar aggregate demand and supply

curves emerge as equilibrium objects. The rest of the paper formalizes the discussion about the

implied dynamics and explores policy experiments.

4. MODEL

4.1. Environment

Time is discrete and the horizon is infinity. Every period is divided into two stages: s ∈ {1, 2}.
There are two goods: consumption goods (the numeraire) and capital goods. There are two aggregate

shocks: (1) a total-factor productivity (TFP) shock, At ∈ {A1, A2, ..., AM} , and (2) a shock, φt ∈
Φ ≡ {φ1, φ2, ..., φN} , that affects capital depreciation. (At, φt) form a joint Markov process that

evolves according to a transition probability χ : (A×Φ)×(A×Φ)→ [0, 1] with standard assumptions.

At is realized during the first stage and φt during the second stage. φt is the source of intermediation

risk.

Notation (Sequence Formulation). If a variable y changes between stages, I use yt,s to refer

to its value in period t stage s. I only use the period subscript if y does not change values between

stages.

Demography. There are two populations of agents: producers and bankers. Each population has

unit mass.

Producers. Producers are identified by some z ∈ [0, 1] and carry a capital stock kt (z) as an

individual state. They have preferences over consumption streams:

E

[∑
t≥0

βt log (ct)

]
,

where ct is consumption and β their discount factor.

Production Activities and Technologies. At the beginning of the first stage, producers are

randomly segmented into two groups: capital-goods producers (k-producers) and consumption-goods

producers (c-producers). Producers become k-producers with probability π, independent of time and

z.7

C-producers operate a linear technology that produces Atkt (z) units of consumption during the

first stage. C-producers lack the possibility of investing directly, but they can buy capital to augment

their capital stock. In contrast, k-producers cannot produce consumption goods, but they have access

7The real sector is directly borrowed from Kiyotaki and Moore (2008). Random assignments reduce the state-space.
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to a linear investment technology that transforms one consumption good into a unit of new capital.

The investment technology is operated only during the second stage.

Fundamental Economic Problem. The segmentation of production induces the need for trade:

On the one hand, k-producers need consumption goods that they don’t have to operate their in-

vestment technologies. C-producers produce those resources, but they lack access to the invest-

ment technology. The fundamental economic problem is that consumption goods must flow from

c-producers to k-producers, and capital must flow in the opposite direction. This reallocation fuels

growth —this structure is the model’s first ingredient.

Capital. Capital is homogeneous at the start of a period. However, during the first stage, the

capital stock of every producer is divided into a uniform distribution of capital units, each identified

by some quality ω ∈ [0, 1]. Capital units can be sold individually.

The quality ω and the realization of φt determine the depreciation rate of each capital unit through

the function λ : [0, 1]× Φ → R+. In particular, λ(ω, φ) denotes the capital that will remain out of

an ω-unit given φ. Once an ω−unit is scaled by λ(ω, φ), it becomes homogeneous capital, which can

be merged with other pieces to form a t+1 capital stock. The following period, any capital stock,

no matter how it was built, is divided again into different ω′s that depreciate depending on the t+1

realization of φ−shock. The process is repeated indefinitely.

By the end of the second stage, out of a t-period stock kt (z) , the capital that remains available

for t + 1 production is kt (z)
∫ 1

0
λ (ω, φt) dω . However, this stock will not equal z’s capital stock

at t+1 because z may sell ω−units individually. This decision is summarized by the indicator

I (ω) : [0, 1] → {0, 1} where I (ω) takes a value of 1 if ω is sold. Thus, when choosing I(ω), the

producer sells kt (z)
∫ 1

0
I (ω) dω and keeps kt (z)

∫ 1

0
[1− I (ω)]λ (ω, φt) dω. By assumption, sales take

place before the realization of φt.

If we add the producer’s investments and capital purchases, z’s capital stock evolves according

to:

(1) kt+1 (z) = i+ k
b

+ kt (z)

∫ 1

0

[1− I (ω)]λ (ω, φt) dω.

In this expression, i is t+1 capital created through his investment technology —when investment is

an option— and kb are his purchases of t+1 capital. Given φ, the average quality under a certain

quality ω∗ is

E [λ (ω, φ) |ω ≤ ω∗, φ] ≡
∫ ω∗

0
λ (ω, φ) dω

ω∗
.

When I do not condition the expectation by φ, and use E [λ (ω, φ) |ω ≤ ω∗] instead, I am referring

to the time t expected value across realizations of φ. Finally, I denote the unconditional quality

average given φ by λ̄ (φ) ≡ E[λ(ω, φ)|ω ≤ 1, φ].

An assumption provides an interpretation to ω and φ:
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Assumption 1 (i) λ(ω, φ) is increasing in ω and (ii) E [λ (ω, φ) |ω < ω∗, φ] is weakly decreasing in

φ.

The first condition implies that lower ω′s are worse because they depreciate faster. The second

condition states that the average quality under some cutoff ω∗ falls with φ.

Capital can also be interpreted as efficiency units of production and λ (ω, φ) as a permanent pro-

ductivity shock specific to ω. Under this interpretation, the value of a pool of capital with qualities

under a cutoff ω∗ is proportional to E [λ (ω, φ) |ω < ω∗, φ]. As I discuss below, this specification

allows for a great degree of flexibility.

Private Information. A quality ω is known only to its owner. Buyers can only observe the

quantity of a pool of sold units, k
∫ 1

0
I (ω) dω, but cannot discern the composition of ω’s within that

pool. After φ is realized, the t+1 capital that remains from that pool is k
∫ 1

0
I (ω)λ (ω, φt) dω. This

means that the effective depreciation of that pool is unknown during the first stage, because both

the composition of ω and the realization of φ are unknown. In equilibrium, it will be possible to

infer the ω′s sold, but it won’t be possible to perfectly forecast φ. The private information about ω

and the uncertainty behind φ are the model’s second and third main ingredients.

Bankers. Bankers intermediate the market for capital. Each banker is identified by some j ∈ [0, 1].

They have preferences given by:

E

[∑
t≥0

β̂
t
ct

]
,

where ct is consumption and β̂ a discount factor. Bankers have two sources of wealth. The first

is an exogenous endowment of consumption goods ē earned every period. The second source are

nt,1(j) consumption goods held in legal institutions called banks. Although ē and n belong to the

same commodity space, they have an important legal distinction. The banks’ net worth is liable to

intermediation losses, but personal endowments are protected by limited liability. Limited liability

links the amount of intermediation with a bank’s net worth, the model’s fourth key ingredient.

If they want, bankers can alter their wealth composition. In particular, a banker can use an

amount, et,1 ∈ [0, ē], as equity injections into his bank. He can also do the opposite. He can transfer

dt,1 ∈ [0, n] as dividends to his personal account. However, when a banker is paid dividends, he

must pay a tax τ . This tax should be interpreted as an exogenous wedge that emerges from agency

frictions or government policies that are not modeled. Thus, after equity injections/dividends, his

bank’s net worth evolves according to nt,1 = nt−1,2 + et,1 − dt,1 and his consumption is ct,1 =

(ē− et,1)+(1− τ) dt,1. The role of this tax is to induce a wedge between the marginal cost of equity

and the marginal value of dividends. This wedge is essential to obtain inaction regions where bankers

neither pay dividends nor inject equity. These inaction regions are the fifth main ingredient of the

model.

Finally, bankers face a random exit probability ρ every period. When I set ρ = 1, bankers live one
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period and those cases allow exact analytic solutions. Most of the analysis is carried out for ρ = 0,

the infinite-horizon case. The reader can ignore this parameter for most of the paper.

Financial Intermediation. Banks provide intermediation by buying used capital from k-producers

in the first stage and reselling these units in the second stage. Banks fund their paying k-producers

with riskless IOUs that they issue. These IOUs are tradeable and entitle the holder to a riskless

unit of consumption. These IOUs can be thought of as credit lines or deposits —or inside money,

in more general terms. Once k-producers receive IOUs, they immediately buy consumption goods

from c-producers because they need those resources to invest. IOUs are redeemed by the end of the

period and bear no interest. These flows occur in the first stage and are presented in Panel 3a of

Figure 3.

When bankers buy a pool of capital, they cannot distinguish ω. Moreover, they will hold on to

the pool until φt is realized and the pool depreciates. After units in the pool depreciate, the pool is

resold as homogeneous t + 1 capital. Once they do so, bankers settle all of their IOUs. These flows

of funds occur at the second stage and are found in Panel 3b of Figure 3.

A couple of things are worth noticing. The shock φt is realized between stages so the bankers’

assets are risky. Their liabilities aren’t. Hence, banks face equity losses if their IOUs exceed the value

of their purchased capital pool. If they experience losses, they must draw funds from the bank’s net

worth to settle debts. In principle, they could be finance losses with their personal endowment, but

limited liability protects their personal wealth. Hence, limited-liability constraint (LLC) caps the

amount of intermediation a bank can provide: the greater the volume of capital bought, the greater

the risk, and the greater need for an equity cushion. Of course, bankers can inject equity to scale

up their operations. To do so, they must have incentives.

Aggregate States. There are two aggregate quantities of interest, the aggregate capital stock,

Kt =
∫ 1

0
kt (z) dz, and Nt =

∫ 1

0
nt (j) dj, the equity of the entire financial system —after injec-

tions/dividends. I will show that it is only necessary to keep track of their ratio κt ,s ≡ Nt ,s/Kt.

We will see that κt,1 determines the bankers’ capacity to bear financial losses relative to the wealth

of producers. Thus, I refer to it as the economy’s financial-risk capacity. The aggregate state is

summarized by Xt,1 =
{
At, φt−1, κt ,1

}
∈ X ≡ A×Φ×K and Xt,2 = {At, φt, κt ,2} ∈ X ≡ A×Φ×K.

Public Information. At every point, Xt,s and every producer’s activity are common knowledge.

The latter assumption ensures that, in equilibrium, c-producers are excluded from selling capital.

Bankers are informed of their exit at the beginning of the second stage.

Markets. There are two capital markets. The first market is where capital is sold by k-producers

under asymmetric information. This market satisfies:

Assumption 2 Capital markets are anonymous and non-exclusive. Banks are competitive.

Assumption 2 implies that the first market is a pooling market with a unique pooling price pt.
8

The assumption that banks are competitive means that they take prices and qualities as given.9

8Without anonymity bankers would offer price-quantity menus. With exclusive contracts, bankers would use dy-
namic incentives to screen.

9In principle, intermediaries could use lotteries to ameliorate the lemons problem. This resolution is not possible
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(a) Flows of Funds in Stage 1.
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(b) Flows of Funds in Stage 2.

Figure 3: Flows of Funds

I refer to this market as the pooling or the first-stage market. The second market, which opens

during the second stage, is where bankers sell back all the units purchased during the first stage.

This market clears at a price qt. I refer to it as the resale market.

Timing. At the beginning of the period, At is realized and the production of consumption goods

by c-producers takes place. Also, bankers decide on their injections/dividends. Restrained by their

with transaction costs or if intermediaries lack commitment. Guerrieri and Shimer (2011b) allow separation because
capital is sold in different markets that clear at different rates.
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adjusted net worth, bankers buy capital under asymmetric information and issue IOUs. In turn,

k-producers transfer these funds immediately to c-producers to buy consumption goods.

During the second stage, φt is realized and capital depreciates accordingly. After capital becomes

homogeneous, bankers resell their purchased pools. By the end of the period, bankers settle their

IOUs and realize profits/losses. Simultaneously, producers decide on consumption, investment, and

second-hand capital purchases.

4.2. Accounting

Bank Balance Sheets. During the first stage, bankers hold n equity in their banks. At the

beginning of that stage, their injection/dividend policies alter their banks’ balance sheet. Simulta-

neously, they buy pQ units of capital and issue pQ deposits. Through the first stage, their balance

sheet evolves as:

Assets Liability

n

Net worth

n︸ ︷︷ ︸
Beginning-of-period Balance Sheet

⇒

Assets Liability

n′ = n+ e− d pQ

pQ Net worth

n′ = n+ e− d︸ ︷︷ ︸
End-of-stage-1 Balance Sheet

.

After φ′ is realized, the value of their purchased capital stock becomes qE [λ (ω, φ′) |I (ω) = 1, X ′]Q,

the product of the resale price q and the fraction of the capital pool that does not depreciate,

E [λ (ω, φ′) |I (ω) = 1, X ′]Q. Accounting for these changes in values, the balance sheet evolves to:

Assets Liability

n′ pQ

qE [λ (ω, φ′) |X]Q Net worth

n′ + (qE [λ (ω, φ′) |X]− p)Q︸ ︷︷ ︸
End-of-stage-2 Balance Sheet.

Note that the gains/losses from financial intermediation are (qE [λ (ω, φ′) |X]− p)Q.

4.3. First-Stage Problems

The economy has a recursive representation, so from now on, we drop time subscripts.

Notation (Recursive Formulation). I denote by n the bank’s equity at the beginning of the

first stage, by n′ after equity injections and dividends alter this variable within a stage, and by

n′′ the equity after profits/losses. I adopt the same convention for κ. For any other variable y, y

denotes its value at the beginning of the stage, and y′ its value in the subsequent stage. To indicate
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policy functions, I append terms like m(S) to a variable chosen by agent m when his state is S. I use

I(ω, k,X) to refer to a k-producer’s stage-1 decision to sell an ω−quality when his state is (k,X).

K-producer’s First-Stage Problem. During the first stage, a k-producer enters the period

with a capital stock k. At this stage, he decides which qualities to sell:

Problem 1 (k-producer’s s=1 problem) The k-producer’s first-stage problem is:

V k
1 (k,X) = max

I(ω)∈{0,1}
E
[
V k

2 (k′ (φ′) , x, q,X ′) |X
]

subject to x = pk

∫ 1

0

I (ω) dω and k′ (φ′) = k

∫ 1

0

[1− I (ω)]λ (ω, φ′) dω, ∀φ′.

The first equation in the constraint set says that the producer holds x consumption goods obtained

selling k
∫ 1

0
I (ω) dω at price p —and exchanging those IOUs for goods. The second constraint says

that capital carried to the next stage, given a φ′, is original capital stock minus sales after the

depreciations corresponding to that φ′.

C-producer’s First-Stage Problem. The first-stage value function for c-producers is the same

except that they obtain goods by producing them and they don’t sell capital.

Problem 2 (c-producer’s s=1 problem) The c-producer’s first-stage value function:

V c
1 (k,X) = E [V c

2 (k′ (φ′) , x, q,X ′) |X]

where x = Ak and k′ (φ′) = k

∫ 1

0

λ (ω, φ′) dω, ∀φ′.

Banker’s First-Stage Problem. During the first stage, a banker decides whether to inject

equity, pay dividends, or leave his bank’s equity intact. This decision alters his bank’s equity from

n to n′ instantaneously. Once n′ is in place, the banker chooses a volume of capital purchases in

the pooling market, Q. To purchase that amount, he issues pQ. Under LLC, his bank’s liabilities

cannot exceed the bank’s net worth plus the value of the capital pool bought, for any realization of

φ′. In other words,

pQ ≤ qE [λ (ω, φ′) |I (ω) = 1, φ′]Q+ n′ for any φ′ ∈ X.

Let Π (X,X ′) ≡ qE [λ (ω, φ′) |I (ω) = 1, φ′]− p denote the banker’s marginal profit in state X ′. The

banker’s problem is

Problem 3 The banker’s first-stage problem is

V f
1 (n,X) = max

Q,e∈[0,ē],d∈[0,n]
c+ E

[
V f

2 (n′ + Π (X,X ′)Q,X ′)|X
]
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subject to 0 ≤ n′ + Π (X,X ′)Q, ∀X ′(2)

c = (ē− e) + (1− τ) d

n′ = n+ e− d.
The first constraint is the LLC, the second his budget constraints, and the third the definition of

n′.

4.4. Second-Stage Problems

K-producer’s Second-Stage Problem. Once k-producers reach the second stage, they hold x

consumption goods and the undepreciated portion of the capital stock they did not sell, k. They

solve:

Problem 4 (k-producer’s s=2 problem) The k-producer’s problem in the second stage is:

V k
2 (k, x, q,X) = max

c≥0,i,kb≥0
log (c) + βE

[
V j

1 (k′, X ′) |X
]
, j ∈ {i, p}

subject to c+ i+ qkb = x and k′ = kb + i+ k.

The first constraint is a budget that states that x can be used to consume c, invest i, or purchase

capital kb. The second is the capital accumulation equation that corresponds to (1). This value

function depends on two macroeconomic variables: the current price of capital q and the aggregate

state X.10

C-producer’s Second-Stage Problem. The problems of the c-producer and the k-producer are

the same except that the former is restricted to set i ≤ 0 because he lacks investment opportunities.

Problem 5 (c-producer’s s=2 problem) The c-producer’s problem at the second stage is:

V c
2 (k, x, q,X) = max

c≥0,i≤0,kb≥0
log (c) + βE

[
V j

1 (k′, p,X ′) |X
]
, j ∈ {i, p}

subject to c+ i+ qkb = x and k′ = kb + i+ k.

Banker’s Second-Stage Problem. Bankers don’t take actions during the second stage, but

rather, only realize profits/losses. Thus, their value is V f
2 (n′′, X) = β̂E

[
V f

1 (n′′, X ′)|X
]

if they

remain in the industry or V f
2 (n′′) = (1− τ) β̂n′′ if they exit.

4.5. Market-Clearing Conditions and Equilibrium

Aggregation. In every period and stage, there are corresponding measures over capital holdings

for k- and c-producers which I denote by Γk and Γc. By independence, during the first stage, these

10The price q is a function of X ′ and its lag because Q depends on X and depreciations depend on X ′.
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measures satisfy:

(3)

∫ ∞
0

kΓk (dk) = πK and

∫ ∞
0

kΓc (dk) = (1− π)K.

These measures evolve according to the producers’ decisions and the segmentation of activities. In

addition, there is a measure Λ of bank equity. Market clearing at the first stage requires the demand

for capital by banks to equal the supply of capital by k-producers:∫ ∞
0

Q (n,X) Λ (dn)︸ ︷︷ ︸
capital units

purchased by banks

=

∫ ∞
0

k

∫ 1

0

I (ω, k,X) dωΓk (dk)︸ ︷︷ ︸
capital units

sold by k-producers

.

During the second stage, c- and k-producers’ aggregate demand for efficiency units are:

Dc (X,X ′) ≡
∫ ∞

0

kb,c
(
λ̄ (φ′) k, xc(k,X), q,X

)
Γc (dk)

and

Dk (X,X ′) ≡
∫ ∞

0

kb,k
(
k

∫ 1

0

[1− I (ω, k,X)]λ (ω, φ′) dω, xk (k,X) , q,X ′
)

Γk (dk) .

The supply of t+ 1 capital during the second stage is the capital bought by banks during the first

stage, adjusted for the average efficiency:

S (X,X ′) ≡ E [λ (ω, φ′) |I (ω, k,X) = 1, X]︸ ︷︷ ︸
average λ

among purchased units

∫ ∞
0

Q (n,X) Λ (dn)︸ ︷︷ ︸
capital units

purchased by banks

.

The market-clearing condition at the second stage is S (X,X ′) = Dc (X,X ′) +Dk (X,X ′). A recur-

sive competitive equilibrium is:

Definition 1 (Recursive Competitive Equilibrium) A recursive competitive equilibrium (RCE)

is (1), a set of price functions, {q (X,X ′) , p (X)}; (2) a set of policy functions for producers{
cj (x, k, q,X) , kb,j (x, k, q,X) , ij (x, k, q,X)

}
j=c,k

, a selling decision for k-producers, Ik (ω, k,X),

a set of policy functions for bankers Q (n,X) , e (n,X) , d (n,X); (3) sets of value functions,

{V j
1 (k,X) , V j

2 (k, x, q,X)}j=c,k ,
{
V f
s (n,X)

}
s=1,2

; and (4) a law of motion for the aggregate state

X, such that for any measures Γc, Γk, and Λ satisfying (3), the following hold: (I) The producers’

policy functions are solutions to their problems taking q (X,X ′) , p (X), and the law of motion for

X as given. (II) Q (n,X) , e (n,X) , d (n,X) are solutions to the banker’s problem taking q (X,X ′),

p (X), and the law of motion for X as given. (III) Capital markets clear during the first and second

stages. (IV) The law of motion X is consistent with policy functions and the transition function χ.

All expectations are consistent with the law of motion for X and agent policies.
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This definition does not depend on the distribution of wealth because this economy admits aggre-

gation. This is shown in the characterization of equilibria in the following section. Before proceeding

to that characterization, let me discuss the interpretation of this environment.

4.6. Discussion - The Environment

Interpretation of λ. In modern economies, firms operate in complex production and financial

networks. They produce in multiple interrelated product lines and hold risky claims on others. This

amalgamation of physical and financial assets is represented by the collection of ω held by produc-

ers. The quality ω is an ordered index that through λ maps the different attributes of assets into

a comparable number, the efficiency units λ (ω, φ). For that reason, λ (ω, φ) is also proportional to

the intrinsic value of each ω. Now, there is no reason to believe that asset values do not change at

business cycle frequency —for example, Bloom (2009) shows evidence of increases in return disper-

sion in recessions. Such distributional changes are represented through the stochastic process of φt.

Moreover, notice that λ−1 (·, φ) is a cumulative distribution function over efficiency units. Hence,

φ also captures the distributional changes in asset values occurring at business cycle frequencies.

Through λ, ω, and φ, the model captures these complex forces in a parsimonious way.

Despite its simplicity, λ allows for a great degree of flexibility. Broadly speaking, it enables φ to

have direct real effects, but also indirect effects through asymmetric information and intermediation

risk. It can accommodate several specifications:

Case 1 When λ is constant, capital is homogeneous and the economy collapses to an endogenous

growth model.

Case 2 When λ̄ (φ) is constant, φ does not change the production possibility frontier and φ has no

real effects.

Case 3 When λ is constant only across ω, there is intermediation risk, but no asymmetric infor-

mation.

Case 4 When λ is constant only across φ, there is asymmetric information, but no intermediation

risk.

Case 5 When λ varies with both ω and φ, there is intermediation risk and asymmetric information

about risk and returns of ω. We have the following subcases:

(a) When λ (·, φ)−λ
(
·, φ̃
)

is constant for all
{
φ, φ̃

}
, the economy features asymmetric informa-

tion about the valuations but not about risk. Every ω is equally risky, but higher ω are associated

with higher efficiency units.

(b) When E
[
λ
(
ω̃, φ̃

)
|ω̃ = ω

]
is constant for all ω, there is asymmetric information only about

risk. That is, the expected value of efficiency units out of all ω is the same, but they vary in risk.

A final important feature to discuss is that intermediaries cannot observe any attribute of ω. This

assumption reduces the model’s dimensionality at the expense of realism. In actuality, assets have

observable and unobservable dimensions of characteristics. With multiple dimensions, prices should

be conditional on observables. Furthermore, the portfolio composition of intermediaries across ob-
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servables should vary through the cycle. For example, we can speculate that flight-to-quality would

occur when financial risk capacity is low. As long as this does not break the non-monotonic behavior

of profits, all of the results about the dynamics of κ should go through.

Role of Banks. Banks here perform three roles stressed by banking theory (see Freixas and

Rochet, 2008, section 1.2). Recall the transactions described in Figure 3. Those flows reflect these

roles. First, banks diversify idiosyncratic transaction risks because they pool capital together. Sec-

ond, they provide liquidity. Third, they provide risk-insurance because they buy capital before the

realization of φ.

The diversification of idiosyncratic risk follows from the implicit assumption that only banks

can buy large pools of capital and dilute idiosyncratic risk. This gives banks an advantage over

c-producers, who would otherwise bear the risk of getting a low ω when trading with a k-producer

directly. This role emerges as an equilibrium outcome in Boyd and Prescott (1986) where banks are

coalitions of agents that join together to exploit the Law of Large Numbers.

Banks provide a liquidity service because they create risk-free liabilities. To see this, suppose the

contrary: that in exchange for any capital unit, the k-producer receives a claim contingent on the

ω to be discovered later by the bank. This alternative form of funding creates a liquidity problem.

Recall that the k-producer needs to buy consumption goods in the first stage. If he were to use

an ω−contingent claim as a payment, he would be transferring the ω-uncertainty back to the c-

producer. This is precisely the problem that banks are there to solve! Instead, because banks offer

risk-free IOUs, they mitigate the effects of asymmetric information and make capital more liquid.

This financial arrangement is consistent with the view in Gorton (2010) that “the essential function

of banking is to create a special kind of debt, debt that is immune to adverse selection.”11

A third role for banks is to absorb the risk implied by φ. Liquidity provision requires deposits

to be independent of ω, but it does not require these to be independent of φ. This last role must

follow from another friction that is not modeled explicitly. For example, this role would emerge if

the aggregate state is not contractible.12 I assume for tractability that the distributions of ω and λ

are constant across entrepreneurs, but this need not be the case. With a complex cross-section, the

aggregate state may not be contractible.

A final observation is that banks do not hold capital throughout periods. The model can be

adapted so banks hold capital. However, banks in practice are not in the business of managing

businesses.

Interpretation of Banks. Let’s turn to the institutional environment that the model is aiming

to represent. It should be clear that banks in the model can be interpreted as shadow banks: Their

asset side resembles the asset side of security brokers, dealers, or investment banks in practice.

11There are other models where risk free-debt is optimal. In Williamson (1986, 1987), Gorton and Pennacchi (1990)
and Diamond and Rajan (2000) deposit funding guarantees monitoring incentives. In DeMarzo and Duffie (1999),
issuers precommit to an optimal security design that features a debt-like tranche.

12Here, producers are risk-averse and banks are risk neutral. Although the value function of banks is linear, the
slope is correlated with φ. This is why it is not obvious that intermediaries should bear all aggregate risk.
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Their liability side is similar to the funding of money-market funds. I believe the model can also

be interpreted as a model of traditional banking. Banks in the model issue deposits, just like banks

in practice do. On the asset side, a result in Bigio (2014) shows that sales under asymmetric

information are observationally equivalent to collateralized loans, the typical asset in the balance

sheet of a traditional bank.

5. CHARACTERIZATION

This section shows that the model fits the description of Figure 3. First, we will show that all

policy functions are linear in individual states and, as a consequence, that κ is the only endogenous

state. We will then obtain effective demand and supply schedules as functions of κ that resemble

those in Section 3. We will then be ready to study the rocking-boat dynamics that emerge from

this model.

5.1. Policy Functions

The demand and supply of capital are obtained by aggregating the individual policy functions of

producers so we need to characterize these policies first.

Producers’ Second-Stage Policies. As a result of homogeneity, the c-producer’s policy func-

tions are linear in a state variable interpreted as their wealth. This wealth is the sum of his output

and the value of his capital, W c ≡ x+ qλ̄ (φ′) k. The solution to his problem is characterized by:

Proposition 1 In any RCE, the c-producer’s policy functions are kc,′ (k, x, q,X) = βW
c

q
and

cc (k, x, q,X) = (1− β)W c. His value function is V c
2 (k, x, q,X) = ψc (X) + log (W c).

Policy functions for k-producers are also linear in their corresponding wealth. In their case, wealth

takes a different form because the investment option changes their valuation of capital. Their wealth

is W k ≡ x+ qiE[λ(ω, φ′)|ω > ω∗(X), φ′]k, the sum of the funds obtained by selling capital and the

replacement cost of the efficiency units they kept. The replacement cost of capital for k-producers is

qi = min {1, q}, the minimum between the market price of an efficiency unit and the technical rate

of transformation. The average efficiency among the units kept is the average depreciation above a

cutoff quality ω∗(X). A subsequent result shows that selling decisions are indeed characterized by

single ω∗(X), independent of the size of the capital stock. Using the definition of W k, the solution

to the k-producer’s problem is:

Proposition 2 In any RCE, the k-producer’s policy functions are kk,′ (k, x, q,X) = βW
k

qi
and

ck (k, x, q,X) = (1− β)W k. His value function is V k
2 (k, x, q,X) = ψk (X) + log

(
W k
)
.

Producers’ First-Stage Policies. Replacing the results in Proposition 2 into the k-producer’s

first-stage value function delivers an analytic expression. Through the definitions of x and E[λ(ω, φ′)|ω >
ω∗], we obtain:

V k
1 (k,X) = max

I(ω)∈{0,1}
E
[
log

(
p

∫ 1

0

I (ω) dω + qi (X,X ′)

∫ 1

0

λ (ω, φ′) [1− I (ω)] dω

)
|X
]

+ψk (X) + log (k) .
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There is an important thing to note from V k
1 (k,X): the optimal solution to I (ω) is the same across

k-producers, regardless of their wealth. This optimal I (ω) is characterized by:

Proposition 3 In any RCE, the k-producer’s first-stage policy function is given by, I∗ (ω, k,X) = 1

if ω < ω∗ and 0 otherwise. The threshold is,

(4) ω∗ = arg max
ω̃

E
[
log

(
pω̃ + qi (X,X ′)

∫ 1

ω̃

λ (ω, φ′) dω

)
|X
]
.

Moreover, ω∗ is unique and increasing in p.

Proposition 3 confirms that the solution to the k-producer’s sales decision is given by a unique

cutoff quality ω∗ below which all units are sold. This unique cutoff resembles the solution to the

lemons problem of Akerlof (1970), with the distinction that there is adverse selection about risky,

as opposed to riskless assets.13 But just as in Akerlof (1970), ω∗ indicates both the highest quality

of capital traded and the volume of intermediation. For that reason, I use threshold quality and

volume of intermediation to refer to ω∗ interchangeably from now on.

The individual supply of capital in the first stage is the inverse of the solution to ω∗. We call that

supply ps (ω∗) which is increasing in ω∗ because ω∗ is increasing in p. To make further progress,

we need to characterize the demand for capital by banks in the first stage. This will give us the

equilibrium p and ω∗ as functions of X. For that we need to return to the bankers’ problems.

Bankers’ policies. At the beginning of every period, bankers choose e, d, and Q. We have:

Proposition 4 The banker’s value functions are V f
1 (n,X) = vf1 (X)n + ē

1−β and V f
2 (n,X) =

vf2 (X)n+β ē
1−β , where vf1 (X) and vf2 (X) are the marginal value of financial equity in stages 1 and

2, respectively. Furthermore, vf1 (X) solves the following Bellman equation:

(5) vf1 (X) = max
Q≥0,e∈[0,ē],d∈[0,1]

(1− τ) d− e+ E
[
vf2 (X ′)

(
Π
(
X,X

′
)
Q+ n′

)
|X
]

subject to,

0 ≤ n′ + Π
(
X,X

′
)
Q,∀X ′

n′ = 1 + e− d,
and where vf2 (X) = β̂ if the banker exits, and vf2 (X) = β̂E

[
vf1 (X ′) |X

]
otherwise. The value

V f
1 (n,X) is attained by some e (X) , d (X), and Q (X) that satisfy:

e (n,X) = e∗ (X)n, d (n,X) = d∗ (X)n, Q (n,X) = Q∗ (X) (1 + e∗ (X)− d∗ (X))n.

Proposition 4 is important because it shows that the bankers’ policy functions are linear in their

individual net worth. This means that all bankers take the same actions that depend on X. To

characterize the coefficients {Q∗ (X) , e∗ (X) , d∗ (X)}, let’s define the first-stage marginal value of

13This portfolio problem has an intuitive interpretation: once the ω∗ units are sold, these become riskless wealth.
The remaining fraction remains risky.
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inside equity:

(6) ṽ (X) ≡ E[vf2 (X ′)] + max

E[vf2 (X ′)Π (X,X ′) |X]

−minX̃ Π
(
X, X̃

) , 0

 .

The formula for ṽ is intuitive. The first term, E[vf2 (X ′)|X], is the marginal value of equity in the

next stage. The second term is the shadow value of relaxing the LLC by holding an additional unit

of net worth.14 The solutions to {Q∗ (X) , e∗ (X) , d∗ (X)} are given by:

Proposition 5 Q∗ (X) is given by,

Q∗ (X) = arg max
Q̃

E
[
vf2 (X ′) Π (X,X ′) |X

]
Q̃ subject to Π

(
X,X

′
)
Q̃ ≤ 1, ∀X ′.

In equilibrium, minX̃′Π
(
X, X̃

′
)
< 0. The injections/dividend policies, {e∗ (X) , d∗ (X)}, satisfy:

e = ē if ṽ (X) > 1 and indeterminate at the individual level if ṽ (X) = 1. In turn, d∗ (X) = 1 if

ṽ (X) < (1 − τ) and indeterminate at the individual level if ṽ (X) = (1 − τ). Otherwise, e∗ (X) =

d∗ (X) = 0 if ṽ (X) ∈ (1− τ , 1).

This proposition states that the LLC binds when the value of additional intermediation is positive,

when E
[
vf2 Π|X

]
> 0. In turn, Q is indeterminate when that value is 0, and Q = 0 if that term

is negative. The injections/dividend decisions are characterized through binary conditions. When

ṽ < (1− τ), the banker pays dividends because the marginal value of inside equity is below the after-

tax benefit of dividends. Conversely, if ṽ > 1, the banker injects equity because the value of inside

equity exceeds the cost in forgone consumption. When ṽ ∈ (1− τ , 1) there is financial inaction. If ṽ

is either (1− τ) or 1, bankers are indifferent about the scale of dividends and injections, respectively.

When the functions e∗ (X) and d∗ (X) are indeterminate at the individual level, I restrict attention

to symmetric policies without loss of generality.

5.2. Market Prices and Bank Profits

Thus far, we have characterized all of the individual policy rules. We will use these to obtain equi-

librium prices. The reader will soon realize how this analytic description fits the graphic description

of Section 3.

Resale Market Price Function. The linearity of policy rules allows us to express the demands

for capital in terms of aggregate quantities without knowledge distributions. The integral across the

14Under LLC, increasing a unit of equity allows the bank to issue up to (−minX̃ Π
(
X, X̃

)
)−1 additional IOUs

—one can rearrange the LLC and find that the inverse of the worst-case losses are the maximal marginal leverage.
In turn, for a given X ′, an additional unit of intermediation adds Π (X,X ′) to net worth tomorrow, which is valued

at vf2 (X ′). Thus, the value of an additional unit of intermediation is E[vf2 (X ′)Π (X,X ′) |X]. The shadow value of
relaxing the constraint is this amount times the marginal leverage. The max operator sets this term to 0 if there is
no value from relaxing the constraint.
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c-producers’ capital stocks yields the aggregate demand for t+ 1 capital in stage two:

Dc (X,X ′) =

[
β
(
A+ q (X,X ′) λ̄ (φ′)

)
q (X,X ′)

− λ̄ (φ′)

]
(1− π)K.

The k-producers’ capital demand is obtained similarly. In their case, their individual demands are

broken into three tranches that depend on whether q is above, below, or exactly one. The appendix

derives the equilibrium conditions for all three cases. When q is above one, k-producers do not

buy capital because it is cheaper to produce it. To simplify the exposition, I present solutions for

q (X,X ′) > 1, a condition verified in all of the applications in the paper. Hence, for the rest of the

paper, Dk (X,X ′) = 0.

Capital supplied by bankers during the second stage, S (X,X ′), is the sum of units sold by k-

producers during the first stage scaled by their average quality:

S (X,X ′) = E [λ (ω, φ′) |ω < ω∗ (X) , φ′]ω∗ (X) πK.

The second-stage supply schedule is perfectly inelastic. The quantity depends on the volume bought

in the first stage, ω∗ (X) , but features a random shift because it varies with φ′. The price q is solved

out from S (X,X ′) = Dc (X,X ′):

Proposition 6 In equilibrium q (X,X ′) is given by,

(7) q (X,X ′) = max

[
βA

πω∗ (X)E [λ (ω, φ′) |ω < ω∗ (X) , φ′] + (1− π) (1− β) λ̄ (φ′)

]
.

There are two things we should notice. First, q is decreasing in ω∗ and second, it is increasing

in φ′. Both outcomes are natural because t + 1 capital is a normal good —we know this from the

solution to the producers’ problems. This means q must fall when supply increases, and this is

precisely what happens with higher ω∗ or lower φ′. In sum, q captures a substitution effect.

Now that we have solved for q, we can reconstruct the price received by banks per unit of inter-

mediation Q:

pd (X,X ′) ≡ q (X,X ′)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Substitution

Effect

E [λ (ω, φ′) |ω < ω∗ (X) , φ′]︸ ︷︷ ︸
Composition

Effect

.

This price is the product of q, and the average efficiency below ω∗. This average increases with ω∗,

but declines with φ′. This is exactly the opposite direction of the change in q. Let’s analyze the

overall effect on pd. It is easy to see that a higher φ′ reduces pd. This means that higher φ′ are

associated with lower intermediary profits, the ordering we want. If we inspect what happens as

ω∗ increases, we find that pd is potentially non-monotone in ω∗. Hence, the functions pd and ps

are the analogues of the demand and supply schedules in Section 3. Just as in that section, the
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demand schedule potentially features a backward-bending portion. What we want to do next is to

characterize those curves, but now in terms of κ′.

Pooling Market Price Function. If we substitute the bankers’ and k-producers’ first-stage

policy rules we obtain the first-stage market clearing :

Q∗ (X)

∫ ∞
0

n′ (n,X) dΛ (n)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Demand by Bankers

= ω∗ (X)

∫ ∞
0

kΓk (dk)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Supply by k-producers

,

so by definition of κ, this condition equals:

(8) ω∗ (X) =
κ′

π
Q∗ (X) .

We want to obtain a supply schedule as a function of κ′. For this, observe that p determines ω∗ (X)

and Q∗ (X) through the k-producer and banker problems. Consequently, (8) is an implicit equation

in p whose solutions are indexed by κ′ . In general, there may be multiple solutions to that equation.

A refinement is needed.

Pooling Price Multiplicity. Models that feature asymmetric information often feature mul-

tiplicity of equilibrium prices. This one is no exception. Multiplicity arises here because as the

pooling price increases, ω∗, both the average quality and the quantity of capital traded increase.

We already saw that this causes pd to be non-monotone, and this implies that worst-case profits

can also be non-monotone. Ergo, a single level of financial risk capacity, κ′, can support worst-case

losses associated with two different volumes of intermediation ω∗.

Although price multiplicity is an interesting phenomenon, it is not my focus. To simplify things,

I restrict attention to the highest price–and-volume equilibria. That is, I select the highest {p, ω∗}
pair whose worst-case losses do not exceed that κ′ and that deliver a non-negative arbitrage. The

volume is the equilibrium ω∗ (X) and, thus, p(X) = ps (ω∗ (X)).

Profits from Financial Intermediation. By definition, equilibrium marginal profits are:

(9) Π (X,X ′) = pd (X,X)− ps (ω∗ (X)) .

Because ω∗ is increasing in κ′, pd can be non-monotone in κ′ and so can Π. We summarize this

observation by:

Proposition 7 For sufficiently smooth λ (ω, φ′), Π (X,X ′) is non-monotone in κ′.

The behavior of Π is the heart of the model. Without asymmetric information, ṽ (X) is necessarily

decreasing in κ′. Under asymmetric information, a non-monotonicity of Π may be inherited by ṽ (X).

The shape of ṽ (X) is critical to generate rocking-boat dynamics.
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5.3. Evolution of Financial Risk Capacity

Second-Stage Evolution of Financial Risk Capacity. Between the first and the second

stages, κ′ evolves depending on realized profits and the growth rate of the capital stock:

κ′′ =
[1 + Π (X,X ′)Q∗ (X)]

γ (X,X ′)
κ′.

Thu numerator is the growth of the net worth of banks. The denominator is the growth rate of the

aggregate capital stock:

γ (X,X ′) = π β (p (X) + E [λ (ω, φ′) |ω < ω∗ (X) , φ′])ω∗ (X)︸ ︷︷ ︸
k-producer capital growth rate

+ (1− π) β
(
A/q (X,X ′) + λ̄ (φ′)

)︸ ︷︷ ︸
c-producer capital growth rate

.

Aggregate investment is the difference between the k-producer’s desired t+1 capital holdings, and

the amount they did not sell to banks:

I (X,X ′) = βp (X)ω∗ (X) πK.

Recall that the only source of persistent growth is capital accumulation. Since I (X,X ′) depends

only on κ′, this shows that the financial risk capacity governs the dynamics of investment and

growth.

First-Stage Evolution of Financial Risk Capacity. At the beginning of the first stage, the

economy arrives with some κ inherited from the second stage of the previous period. Depending on

the financial policies of banks, κ evolves within period according to:

(10) κ′ = (1 + e∗ (X)− d∗ (X))κ.

Equation (10) links past with current states and determines whether banks will be recapitalized

in a given period. A fundamental aspect of this equation is that it is implicit in κ′ because the

injection\dividend policies of bankers depend on κ′ and vice versa. At this point, we know that

{e∗ (X) , d∗ (X)} must deliver ṽ (X) ∈ [1− τ , 1] for any X. If it were the case that ṽ (X) > 1 for

some κ′, bankers would want to inject equity. But this implies that κ′ cannot occur in equilibrium.

On the contrary, if the economy is at a state where ṽ (A× φ× κ′) > 1, κ′ should immediately

reflect to some other level κ̃′ > κ′ with ṽ (A× φ× κ̃′) = 1. The opposite occurs if ṽ (X) < (1− τ) .

That state cannot occur in equilibrium. Any such κ′ should immediately reflect to some other state

κ̃′ < κ′ where ṽ (A× φ× κ̃′) = 1− τ .

We can use equation (10) to obtain the admissible equilibrium values of κ′ given some inherited

κ from the past. A major message from this paper is that without asymmetric information, ṽ (X)

is necessarily decreasing in κ′. If this is the case, the solution to {e∗ (X) , d∗ (X)} implies that the

evolution of financial risk capacity is unique and stable. Instead, in the presence of strong adverse
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selection effects, ṽ (X) is not necessarily monotone and this implies that the economy may be

unstable and may feature multiple equilibrium paths for κ.

To understand the source of multiplicity, let’s suppose the economy arrives at a certain period with

a given κ. By Proposition 5, we know that equity injections (dividends) are indeterminate at the

individual level if ṽ (X) = 1 (ṽ (X) = 1−τ ). If ṽ (X) is non-monotone, it is possible to find two —or

more— levels of financial risk capacity, κH and κL, such that κH > κL ≥ κ and ṽ
(
A× φ× κL

)
=

ṽ
(
A× φ× κH

)
= 1. Clearly, both e∗

(
A× φ× κL

)
= κL/κ − 1 and e∗

(
A× φ× κH

)
= κH/κ − 1

are equilibrium injection policies. The converse is true about dividends: if two levels of financial risk

capacity lower than κ satisfy ṽ (X) = 1 − τ , κ may decrease to either level during the first stage.

The only thing determined in equilibrium is that injections should jump to a higher equity and

must satisfy ṽ (X) = 1 —and dividends to a lower level and ṽ (X) = 1− τ . Of course, multiplicity

can occur only if ṽ (X) crosses 1 or (1− τ) more than once and for this we need adverse selection

effects. If this is the case, multiple paths for κ may be consistent with equilibrium.

Equilibrium Selection. One possibility is to introduce a sunspot variable, but I will take a

different route. For the rest of the paper, I study a specific equilibrium that I refer to simply as the

equilibrium. In particular, I focus on the equilibrium that conditions equity injections and dividends

on the value of κ inherited from the past.15 Under this refinement, the solution to the model satisfies:

Solution 1 If ṽ (A× φ× κ) ∈ (1− τ , 1) , then e∗ (X) = d∗ (X) = 0. If ṽ (A× φ× κ) > 1, then

e∗ (X) takes κ′ to the closest value greater than κ where ṽ (A× φ× κ′) = 1. If ṽ (A× φ× κ) <

(1− τ) , then d∗ (X) takes κ′ to the closest value of κ′ lower than κ such that ṽ (A× φ× κ′) = 1−τ .

Under this refinement, coordination failures occur in states where bankers fail to inject equity

to the highest κ′ where ṽ (A× φ× κ′) = 1 simply because they observe a current low κ. This

coordination failure captures a force discussed in the introduction. It is possible that bankers do

not inject equity into their banks despite having the resources. I will discuss why this equilibrium

is particularly important.

Equity Value. Once we know the transition function from X to X ′′ within the period, we obtain

a recursive expression for ṽ (X) and vf1 (X):

(11) vf1 (X) = min
{

max
{
β̂E [ṽ (X) |X] , (1− τ)

}
, 1
}
.

The definitions of ṽ (X) and vf2 (X) define a self-map for vf1 (X). This closes the model. We now

define a financial crisis.

5.4. Discussion - Equilibrium Selection

Legend has it that during the Panic of 1907, J.P. Morgan locked some of the most prominent

Wall Street bankers inside his library in Manhattan (see Chernow, 2010). He let them go, the

15Szkup (2014) incorporates global games into a sovereign debt model and finds equilibria where investors coordi-
nate their actions based on inherited state variables.
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story goes, only after they finally agreed on a rescue package for troubled financial institutions.16

True or not, there is a moral to the story. The selected equilibrium is a representation of what

can go wrong if bankers don’t coordinate equity injections after they suffer losses: this equilibrium

delivers catastrophic and persistent declines in intermediation and economic growth, the hallmarks

of a deep financial crisis. From a planner’s point of view, this outcome is inefficient and calls for

the intervention of a big player like the government or J.P. Morgan. This is why this selection is

particularly interesting.17

Furthermore, this selection is natural. In this version of the model, good equilibria exist only

because I assumed bankers have extremely large endowments. The selected equilibrium would be

unique if endowments were finite or if bankers faced convex equity costs. Also, bankers coordinate

their policies on an observed variable. This coordination would emerge in equilibrium if bankers

faced uncertainty about the endowments of others (e.g., Szkup, 2014). Overall, the equilibrium

selection allows me to obtain rocking-boat dynamics and their policy implications with a minimum

set of ingredients.

Coordination failures have a tradition in macroeconomics. Models like those of Cooper and John

(1988) and Kiyotaki (1988) feature physical investment complementarities that open the door to

similar coordination failures. In models like that of Cole and Kehoe (2000), international investors

may fail to coordinate in rolling over the debt of small economies and cause sovereign default crises.

5.5. States of the Financial Industry

In any RCE, the state space may be divided into four regions. These regions are defined through

ṽ.

Dividend-Payoff Reflecting Barrier. When ṽ (X) < (1− τ), dividend payments instanta-

neously reduce κ to its closest reflecting barrier, the closest κ that satisfies ṽ (X) = (1− τ). A

dividend-payoff region associated with large κ always exists.18 However, the following examples show

that there may be dividend-payoff regions for intermediate values of κ when Π is non-monotone.

Equity-Injection Reflecting Barrier. When ṽ (X) > 1, equity injections reflect κ toward the

closest value such that ṽ (X) = 1. When Π is non-monotone, there may also be multiple equity-

injection barriers.

Competitive Financial Inaction Region. The are two other regions characterized by financial

policy inaction. The first is a competitive inaction region defined as follows:

Definition 2 (Competitive Inaction Region) A state X is in a competitive inaction region if (a)

ṽ (X) ∈ [1− τ , 1] , and (b) ṽκ̃ (X) ≤ 0 for κ̃ > κ when ṽκ (X) is defined.

Condition (a) says that there is equity/dividend policy inaction in this region. Condition (b)

16This passage was written in that library.
17Of course, whether a given equilibrium is realistic is an empirical question. Recent work by Passadore and Xandri

(2014) describes a procedure to use data to discard equilibria in models that feature multiplicity.
18Expected profits must be decreasing for large enough ω∗: the substitution effect always dominates the quality

effect for ω∗ approaching 1.
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implies that the expected discounted marginal profits are decreasing from that κ and onwards. This

means that the incentives to recapitalize banks decrease with κ. This is the only outcome without

asymmetric information.19

Financial Crisis Inaction Region. The complement regions are financial crisis regions. In a

financial crisis, κ and Π are low. Low expected profits in these regions discourage equity injections.

However, there are κ outside those regions for which ṽ is higher. This means that within these

regions, bankers lack incentives to recapitalize banks individually, but it could be profitable to

coordinate to drive κ —and the economy— out of that region.

5.6. Solving Equilibria

This section outlines the strategy to compute equilibria. The solution involves two steps. The first

is to compute first- and second-stage prices and expected profits for any —possibly off-equilibrium—

volume of intermediation given exogenous states (A, φ, φ′). The second step uses these calculations

to find equilibrium volumes. With this, we can compute ṽ(X) and the regions of the state space.

Notation. Bold letters distinguish equilibrium from off-equilibrium objects. I use p (ω, φ) to indi-

cate the first-stage supply schedule given φ and an off-equilibrium value of ω. I use q (ω,p,A, φ′) to

denote a price consistent with second-stage market clearing given (ω,p,A, φ′). Finally, Π (ω,p,A,φ′)

are the corresponding profits given arbitrary prices, volumes, and exogenous states. Thus, p and

q are consistent with the producers’ optimal decisions but may violate the bankers’ optimality or

limited liability.

Step 1: Off-equilibrium Qualities, Prices, and Profits. Through Proposition 3, we obtain

p (ω, φ) through the inverse of ω∗, the solution to the k-producer’s portfolio problem. Through

Proposition 6 we obtain q (ω,p,A, φ′) for any (ω,p,A, φ′). This is enough to compute Π (ω,p,A,φ′).

This step is carried out once.

Step 2.1: Equilibrium Volumes, Prices, and Profits. Guess a function ṽ (X ′). After Step 1,

we can find the equilibrium volume of intermediation. For each X, we look for the largest ω among

the set that yields non-negative expected discounted profits and losses of at most κ :

ω∗ (X) = max

(
ω : κ ≤ min

φ
Π (ω,p,A,φ′)ω and E [ṽ (X ′) Π (ω,p,A,φ′) |X]≥0

)
.

Since Π (ω,p,A,φ′) is continuous and ω ∈ [0, 1] , this quantity is well defined.

Step 2.2: Equilibrium ṽ (X). Given this ω∗ (X), we compute

Π (X,X ′) = Π (ω∗ (X) ,p (ω∗ (X) , φ) , A, φ′) .

We use (11) to update ṽ (X). Steps 2.1 and 2.2 are iterated until convergence. Appendix A provides

19In equilibrium ṽ (X) can potentially feature jumps as a consequence of the highest-price equilibrium refinement.
The condition is equivalent to having v (X) being decreasing above κ, except at the jumps. This condition captures
the idea that the quantity effect dominates the quality effect from that level on.
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the details.

6. ANALYTIC EXAMPLES

This section presents two analytic examples. Their contrast illustrates how equity injections and

dividends are stabilizing forces in an economy where intermediation is essential for growth but not

under asymmetric information. Only for this section, I assume ρ = 1.

6.1. Example 1 - Risky intermediation without asymmetric information.

The first example is an economy in which financial intermediation is risky, but asymmetric infor-

mation is not present. Assume that λ (ω, φ) = λ∗ (φ) , —so all units are of the same quality, but

that λ∗ (φ) is decreasing in φ. To simplify things, let φ take only two values, φB > φG. All draws

are i.i.d. and A is a constant. Under this example, we have the following:

Proposition 8 In any economy without asymmetric information, κ′ fluctuates within a unique

equilibrium interval [κ, κ]. If κ ≤ κ, then e∗ (X) is such that κ′ = κ. If κ ≥ κ, d∗ (X) is such that

κ′ = κ . v (X) is decreasing and ω (X) is increasing in κ.

Proof: From Proposition 6, we know that Π (ω,p,φ) is decreasing in ω since quality effects are

not present without asymmetric information. Also, as noted earlier, ρ = 1, vf2 (X) = (1− τ) . We

can use Π (ω,p,φ) and equation (6) to obtain an expression for the marginal value of equity in

terms of any arbitrary ω. Call that value ṽ (ω,p) . Without asymmetric information, ṽ (ω,p,A, φ)

is decreasing in ω. Consequently, by Proposition 5, there is a unique interval for ω such that

ṽ (ω,p) ∈ [(1− τ) , 1] . Correspondingly, since Π is decreasing in ω, there is a unique equilibrium

interval for κ that determines a unique competitive inaction region. Q.E.D.

Figure 4 shows a graphic construction of equilibria. The upper-left panel depicts four curves

associated with an arbitrary ω. These correspond to the capital-supply schedule, p (ω,φ), the

marginal value of bank assets in good and bad states, q (ω,p,φH)λ∗ (φH) and q (ω,p,φL)λ∗ (φL) ,

and their expected value E [q (ω,p,φ)λ∗ (φ)]. The difference between E[q (ω,p,φ)λ∗ (φ)] and p (ω)

is the expected marginal profits of banks. Multiplying this amount by ω yields the total expected

bank profits E[q (ω,p,φ)λ∗ (φ) −p (ω)]ω normalized by the capital stock. Total expected bank

profits are plotted in the bottom-left panel. The bottom-right panel plots the worst-case profits,

[q (ω,p,φL)λ∗ (φL)]− p (ω)]ω. In equilibrium, κ must be sufficient to sustain the losses induced

for the corresponding volumes of intermediation. The top-right panel plots the expected value of

bank equity ṽ (ω,p) as a function of ω. The horizontal lines in the top-right panel are the marginal

costs of injecting equity, 1, and the marginal benefit of dividend pay-offs, (1− τ). In equilibrium,

if a given ω is indeed an equilibrium volume of intermediation, bankers must not alter their net

worth for those levels of expected profits. Thus, the set of possible equilibrium ω is characterized

by volumes for which the value of equity falls within the marginal cost of injections and the bene-

fit of dividend payments. The shaded areas of the graphs correspond to this set. Since ṽ (ω,p) is
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Figure 4: Model without Asymmetric Information
Equilibrium objects as functions of ω.

decreasing in ω, the equilibrium set is a unique interval. For each ω in that interval, there is an

equilibrium κ corresponding to it. We obtain this equilibrium set by computing the maximal losses

given each ω in the equilibrium set. The bottom-right panel shows this interval for κ is obtained as

the image of worst-case losses for the equilibrium ω-set.

Figure 5 plots four equilibrium objects. The top-left panel plots ω∗ as a function of κ —that is,

κ before equity injections or dividends. The top-right panel depicts ṽ. In equilibrium, κ′ must be

within the inaction region where ṽ (κ) ∈ [(1− τ) , 1]. The bottom panel depicts equity injections,

dividends, and κ′ as functions of κ. In equilibrium, e and d adjust to bring κ′ to the equilibrium set

depicted in Figure 4. The shaded area of the figure is the competitive inaction region. The regions

to the right and left of the shaded areas are the dividend payoff and equity injection regions,

respectively.

Dynamics. Proposition 8 is useful to understand the dynamics of this economy. Recall that,

in equilibrium, worst-case losses are always negative. In contrast, expected profits must be non-

negative; otherwise, no intermediation would be provided. When φB is realized, profits are negative

and drag down κ. Below κ, high expected profits attract equity injections that recapitalize banks

and increase the financial risk capacity back to κ. Thus, injections stabilize a financial system with

low financial risk capacity. When φG is realized, positive profits increase κ. When κ increases beyond

κ̄, dividend payoffs reflect the financial risk capacity downward. Hence, without asymmetric infor-

mation, κ fluctuates within a unique interval. The next example allows for asymmetric information
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Figure 5: Intermediation without Asymmetric Information
Equilibrium objects as functions of κ.

and shows how this precludes this stabilizing force.

6.2. Example 2 - Risky intermediation with asymmetric information.

In this example, I slightly modify λ (ω, φ) to introduce asymmetric information. I fix values for

the lower and upper bounds of λ (ω, , φ) , λL and λH . Then, I adopt the following functional form

for E [λ (ω, φ) |ω < ω∗] = λL + (λH − λL)Fφ (ω∗) where Fφ is the CDF of a Beta distribution. Thus,

φ indexes the parameters of that Beta-CDF function such that they satisfy Assumption 1. The rest

of the calibration is the same as in the previous example. Because, λ (ω, φ) increases with ω, this

introduces asymmetric information and intermediation risk.

Figure 6 is the asymmetric-information analogue of Figure 4. The upper-left panel shows four

curves that correspond to p (ω,φ), q (ω,p,φH) , q (ω,p,φL)λ (φL) , and E [q (ω,p,φ)λ (φ)]. Note

that q (ω,p,φH)λ (φH) and q (ω,p,φL)λ (φL) are no longer decreasing in ω. As volumes increase,

the price of capital falls, but the quality improves. The relative strength of either effect governs the

shape of the value of the bank’s asset position. These forces cause total expected and worst-case

profits to be non-monotonic —see the bottom-left and right panels. The same levels of worst-case

losses can result in multiple values of ω. This implies that a given κ can possibly sustain multiple

levels of intermediation. The highest-price refinement implies that, in equilibrium, ω is the highest

amount of intermediation consistent with bank optimality conditions and the capacity constraint.

The top-right panel plots the marginal value of bank equity. There is a difference in the shape of
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Figure 6: Model with Asymmetric Information
Equilibrium objects as functions of ω

the value of bank equity when asymmetric information is present than without it. With asymmetric

information, the marginal value of equity inherits the non-monotonic behavior of profits. Once again,

the horizontal lines correspond to the marginal cost of equity and the marginal benefit of dividends.

Thus, the non-monotonic profits function leads to multiple inaction regions. In particular, for low

levels of intermediation, expected profits are low and equity injections are no longer profitable.

The dynamics in the example are much richer than before. Here, there are three equilibrium

inaction intervals identified by the shaded areas. The equilibrium intervals for the financial risk

capacity are obtained as the image of the worst-case losses for each equilibrium ω-interval. The

upper bound of interval II in the figure has a distinctive property: If κ increases slightly at that

point, the financial risk capacity can support a much larger volume of intermediation. This happens

because there is a sharp increase in intermediation that slightly increases worst-case losses.

Interval III is a financial crisis regime. It is associated with low levels of financial intermediation.

This region is an inaction region since bankers do not inject equity here. Note that for larger values of

ω, equity injections are profitable since ṽ is above 1. This underscores the nature of the coordination

failure faced by banks. Banks choose to maintain their net worth at current levels and engage in

less intermediation. Although they are not affected, the economy suffers.

Figure 7 plots the equilibrium objects as functions of κ. The upper-left panel plots the equilibrium

financial intermediation. We can observe a discrete jump in the volume of intermediation between

the second and the first region. This jump occurs because a slightly larger κ can support a much
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larger volume of intermediation and the highest-price refinement selects the equilibrium with the

largest volumes. Equity injections between regions I and II are very small: regions I and II are

close to each other. Note that to the left of the second region, the marginal value of equity ṽ is

increasing in κ. The financial crisis regime is very small because the volume of intermediation and

losses associated with it are also very small. Through this example we have shown:

Proposition 9 For sufficiently severe asymmetric information —when Fφ (·) varies sufficiently—

the return to financial intermediation is non-monotone in κ and there exists a financial crisis regime.

Dynamics. The immediate effects of φ on κ are the same as those without asymmetric infor-

mation. However, the dynamics of the economy are very different. With asymmetric information, a

realization of φ = φB can drive the financial system to a financial crisis regime. As adverse selection

is exacerbated, profitability no longer provides the incentives for capital injections into the banking

system. In crisis regimes, the economy may take long to recover so it features rocking-boat dynam-

ics. The economy eventually recovers as banks slowly rebuild their equity through retained earnings.

Once κ reaches the equity injection regions between intervals III and II, the banking system attracts

new equity injections and jumps immediately to the competitive inaction region II. The following

section develops some numerical examples in more depth.
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7. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

7.1. Additional Features

This section presents numerical examples that highlight the model’s non-linear dynamics. I add

three additional features. First, banks now pay an operating cost equal to a constant portion ψ of

their equity every period. Also, the technical rate of transformation now differs from 1. Finally, I

introduce an equity buffer into the LLC, which now reads: 0 ≤ (1− θ)n′ + Π (X,X ′)Q. I vary θ to

study capital requirements.

7.2. Parameter Values

I set the values of β and β̂ so that the annualized risk-free rate in the deterministic equilibrium

of the model is 3.0%. I set λ̄ (φ) = λ̄ where λ̄ is a constant consistent with an average annual

depreciation of the total capital stock of 10%. I set the fraction π to be 0.1 as in Bigio (2014) and

the cost of equity, τ , to be consistent with the estimates in Hennessy and Whited (2005). I set θ to

8% to approximate the capital requirements under Basel-II and ψ to obtain an average operating

cost of 8% of equity. I estimate an AR(1) process for the log (At) with mean, lag coefficient, and

standard deviation denoted by {µA, ρA, σA}. This process is independent of φt.

The challenge is to calibrate the process for φt. I assume φt follows a Markov chain that takes four

values. I need at least four values because I want to analyze responses to big and small negative

shocks. Hence, I need at least two shocks above a mean. I adopt the following functional form

λ (ω, φ) = λ̄Fφ (ω∗) where Fφ (ω∗) is the CDF of a Beta distribution with parameters {Aφ, Bφ}.
Thus, for every φ there are two values, Aφ and Bφ. I assume that those values are uniformly spaced

between [AL, AH ] and [BL, BH ], the only four parameters I have to calibrate {AL, AH , BL, BH}.
I set the values of {AL, AH , BL, BH} to obtain the averages of two variables in two regions of

the state space —four moments. In particular, I focus on the mean for leverage and the return

to bank assets (ROA) and their average values in crisis regions. Leverage and ROA are ideal to

calibrate the model because those variables are directly obtained from the values of λ (ω, φ). Recall

that ROA equals E
[(
pd/ps − 1

)
|X
]
. The prices that determine ROA, pd and ps are only functions

of {AL, AH , BL, BH} and the transition probability of φ once we fix the rest of the parameters.

Similarly, leverage is the inverse of worst-case losses, which are only a function of {AL, BL}. Thus,

we can set {AL, AH , BL, BH} to obtain leverage and ROA for crises and normal times.

The last objects to calibrate are the transition probabilities of φ. In equilibrium, the highest two

values of φ yield equity losses for banks. I set the transition matrix for φ to obtain losses once every

20 quarters with an i.i.d probability. Table I is the summary of parameter values.

7.3. Results

Invariant Distributions and Moments. Figure 8 shows four histograms. The two on the left

report the invariant distributions of κ and ∆%K in the model. For comparison, the ones on the right
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TABLE I

Parameter Values

Parameters Value Note
Calibrated

β 0.987259 3% annual time discount rate

βf 0.945742 3% annual time discount rate
π 0.097342 Cooper et al. (1999)
τ 0.08 Hennessy and Whited (2005)
ψ 0.08 Bank non-interest expense per net worth
θ 0.08 Basel-II capital requirements

Estimated
µA -0.885 Estimated TFP process
ρA 0.993 Estimated TFP process
σA 0.0083 Estimated TFP process

Matched
AL 3.9 To match bank ROA and leverage
Ah 4 To match bank ROA and leverage
BL 6.2 To match bank ROA and leverage
BH 5.2 To match bank ROA and leverage

Φ

∣∣∣∣0.95 0.95
0.05 0.05

∣∣∣∣⊗ ∣∣∣∣0.95 0.95
0.05 0.05

∣∣∣∣ To match banks’ profit transition matrix

show the analogues for US data. Bars represent occupation frequencies and the portion painted red

in the model’s histograms is concentration mass at crisis regions. A salient feature is that occupation

times are bimodal. As we read through these histograms, we find that most occupation times occur

for high values of κ, but there is a concentration mass for low values of κ coming from crisis regions.

The high occupation times from crises arise because exit times are long and arrival rates to that

region are high.

Contrasting the model’s invariant distribution with those obtained in HK and BS exposes the

different mechanisms at play. In HK, the invariant distribution of the analogue of κ is bell shaped.

In that model, recoveries out of low κ states are fast because intermediaries become extremely

profitable in crises. Banks become profitable because they substitute equity for cheap debt.20 In

BS, the corresponding invariant distribution is bimodal, as here. In BS, banks cannot substitute

debt for equity after banks suffer losses, as in HK. This distinction is crucial because bank balance

sheets must shrink and intermediaries must fire sell assets after they lose equity. Hence, the bimodal

distribution of κ follows from this effect. Nevertheless, intermediation margins are also high during

crises, just as in HK. If there was free entry into the banking system in BS, we would see banks

being recapitalized and quick recoveries. This force is different from the one that operates in this

20That model distinguishes between inside and outside bank equity. Outside equity is limited by a multiple of inside
equity. In addition, there are no restrictions on debt issuances. There, the capital stock is fixed and managed only
by bankers. As a result, when intermediaries have low equity, outside equity is substituted by debt. These features
imply that intermediaries make higher margins for the same assets under management.
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Figure 8: US Banking Indicators and Capital Accumulation.

paper. Here, recoveries take long despite free entry because profitability is low during crises.

Let’s now turn to the unconditional and crisis moments reported in Table II. The changes from

unconditional moments to crisis moments have the hallmarks of historical financial crises accounts.

However, it is clear that the model presents an exaggerated version of reality. A first set of moments

reports occupation times: 32.6% of the time the economy is in crisis. Kindleberger (1996) notes that

banking crises occurred once every seven years between 1800 and 1990, and more recent work by

Reinhart and Rogoff (2009) places that figure at 13% of the years during the national banking era.

In the model, exit times from the typical crisis state take 10 quarters. Reinhart and Rogoff (2009)

also calculates that countries it its sample took up to a decade to recover from banking crises. The

recovery of growth rates during the Great Recession was short in comparison —six quarters— but

there there hasn’t been a recovery to the pre-crisis trend level.

A second set of moments summarizes economic activity. Average economic growth is close to the

historical US growth rate of 2.5% in the model. However, during crises, growth falls to −10.0%, a

dramatic drop compared to the Great Recession, but not at all in comparison to other international

banking crises. For example, Cerra and Saxena (2008) documents that growth fell to −8% in a

cross-country average of crises. Here, growth follows directly from a decline in investment. Work

by Christiano et al. (2009) and Justiniano et al. (2010) finds that investment-specific shocks are

important business cycle drivers and interprets these shocks as financial disruptions. In the model,
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investment is also tied to capital reallocation. According to Foster et al. (2014), capital reallocation

also fell dramatically during the Great Recession.

A third set of moments summarizes the behavior of financial intermediation. In the model, financial

risk capacity during crises is about 8% of its unconditional average. We find a similar decline in

intermediation measured as the value of capital purchases relative to output (loans and deposits).

The historical study in Jorda et al. (2010) documents that this indicator indeed collapsed during

many international episodes. The model also predicts spikes in spreads measured during crises. We

can measure spreads as (q/ps − 1), the spread between the full information and pooling price of

capital. Work by Ordonez (2013) documents long-lasting spikes in spreads in a cross-country study

of recessions. We also find that leverage falls during crises, as in Adrian and Boyarchenko (2013).

Now, as noted before, the model does not have a robust prediction about leverage.

A last set of moments is the profitability indicators. During normal times banks pay dividends

because ROA and ROE are low. During the average crisis, banks no longer pay dividends because

the ROA and ROE increases when bank capital is scarce. However, returns are not large enough

to provide the incentives to recapitalize banks. We deduce this because the value of financial risk

capacity, v(X)κ, falls almost in the same proportion as κ, and this means that v(X) does not

increase enough to induce equity injections. The takeaway from Table II is that the model fits

the crisis narratives found in Mishkin (1990) or Calomiris and Gorton (1991), where asymmetric

information plays a critical role.

TABLE II

Model Moments

Variable Unconditional Crisis
Occupation Times

Occupation Time 100% 32.6%
Duration (quarters) - 10.26

Real Activity
Average Growth Rate 4.3% -10.3%
Investment/Output 39.9% -0.935%

Financial Intermediation
Average κ 0.0659 0.0048
Loans Output 6.68% 0.0832%
Financial Leverage 6.56 1.99
Financing Premia 39.5% 106%

Profitability Indicators
Return on Assets 6.94% 16.9%
Return on Equity 31.3% 48.1%
Average Dividend Rate 0.643% 0.0193%
Financial Stocks Index 100% 8.31%

Rocking-Boat Impulse Responses. Figure 9 shows the responses to shocks to φt of different

magnitude. To compute responses, I initiate the system from a random state drawn from the
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invariant distribution and perform 100,000 simulations. To calculate an impulse response, I simulate

the model and compute the differences in the average paths with and without an initial impulse to

φt at time zero. For comparison, each panel shows the responses to the largest and second largest

shocks to φ.

Let’s begin with the top row of Figure 9. The top-left panel shows that bank assets and liabilities

(loans and deposits) fall with both shocks the period after the shock is realized. These movements

capture the degree of financial disintermediation caused by the equity losses experienced at time

zero. Evidently, the impact at t+1 is greater for the largest shock. What is striking is the difference

in persistence: the response to the large shock is extremely persistent, although the shock itself has

no memory! In contrast, financial intermediation returns almost to steady state only one period

after the shock hits. The variables that we care about, namely, investment and output, follow the

same pattern. Why are the dynamics so different after shocks of different size?

Several things occur in tandem, but we have prepared the groundwork to understand these dy-

namics. The top-middle panel shows realized and expected profits after the shocks. On impact, both

shocks generate unexpected losses. However, note how expected profits rebound for the small shock

the period after the shock hits. For the large shock, things are rather different: expected profits

return to zero, but never undo the negative losses of the previous period. The behavior of profits

translate to κ. In the top right, we observe that κ remains “locked” after the large shock whereas

it rebounds after the small shock.

This striking difference follows from the interaction between the substitution and quality effects

described earlier. Given that financial risk capacity falls with either shock, equilibrium volumes

ω∗ must also fall for both shocks. This causes a simultaneous decline in volumes and qualities of

intermediated assets. Now, for the large shock, the decline in ω∗ is so dramatic that it overcomes

the substitution effect. This doesn’t happen for the small losses and this is the root of the problem.

Because the quality effect dominates with the large shock, marginal profits decline dramatically

if equity injections do not compensate the equity losses —recall Figure (2b). This explains why

expected profits rebound after the small shock, but they never do for the large shock.

Now let’s observe the middle panel. We see very large equity injections after the small shock, but

we don’t see them for the large shock. The reason for this difference is the second mechanism; the

low profits after the large shock lead to the failure to coordinate equity injections and vice versa.

Hence, the drop in κ is contained by equity injections when the shock is small, but this stabilization

mechanism breaks down for large shocks. The decline in the value of bank capital, v (X)κ, plotted

in the middle right represents a crash in the market capitalization of banks, as in 1. Beyond this,

we find severe effects on real economic activity shown at the bottom. The collapse in financial

intermediation translates into an investment decline. Since growth is fueled only by investment,

growth follows the same pattern. The long-lasting impact on growth after the large shock creates a

large shift in the trend of output, a concurrent theme during the last crisis.
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8. FINANCIAL STABILITY POLICIES

Two Externalities. This section discusses the effects of capital requirements. Two externalities

merit their use. First, when bankers purchase capital, they consider risks and rewards, but act as

price takers. They fail to internalize that, on aggregate, they affect κ. Although this is also true

in frictionless models, here κ affects prices. In turn, prices affect the LLC so there is a pecuniary

externality. Hence, a planner that controls Q directly, but is subject to the same constraints and

equity/dividend policies, would consider the law of motion of κ in his decision. In particular, the

planner may want to limit intermediation to avoid large losses and low prices.

The second externality is produced by the coordination failures. Coordination failures occur only

in crises. Although a planner may not control equity injections directly, he may want to limit

intermediation to make sure the economy falls to equity injection regions instead of crisis regions.

Effects of Capital Requirements. The impact of capital requirements can be studied through

θ. Capital requirements have two effects. The first effect is the direct decrease in intermediation for

a given κ by tightening of the LLC. The second is the effect on the dynamics of κ. Both effects

show in the marginal value of bank equity, which now is:

ṽ (X)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Dynamic Effect

= β̂

E[vf2 (X ′)] + (1− θ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Limit on Leverage

max

E[vf2 (X ′)Π (X,X ′)]

−minX̃ Π
(
X, X̃

) , 0

 .

In summary, a social planner will trade off the cost of a lower growth rate against the reduction

in the probability of a crisis. Furthermore, a planner will also consider the change in the dynamics

of κ.

The following two numerical exercises illustrate how these effects balance out and are motivated

by ongoing policy debates on the optimal regulation of financial institutions (see Admati et al.,

2011).

Invariant Distribution after Tightening of Capital Requirements. This section describes

the effects of an increase in θ from 0.08 (Basel-II scenario) to 0.18 (Basel-III scenario).21 Figure

10 presents the invariant distribution of κ for both scenarios. Table III shows the corresponding

occupation and exit times obtained from these distributions. The Basel-III distribution has the

bimodal shape of Basel-II, although there are some key differences. The distribution under Basel-

III has a lower mass concentrated at the bottom because exit times are faster and the likelihood of

entering a crisis state is lower. Second, the distribution under Basel-III is wider. The higher average

levels of κ under Basel-III result from higher intermediation margins. In competitive inaction regions,

a constraint in the quantity generates higher profits. Thus, although leverage is lower, the value of

equity can increase due to higher margins and this generates higher average equity values. Through

these measures, the economy seems more resilient under Basel-III.

21Similar exercises are performed in Begenau (2014) and Bianchi (2011b) in the context of international capital
flows.
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TABLE III

Comparison of Moments Under Basel-II and III in the Model.
The table plots some moments corresponding to values of θ equal to 0.08 (Basel-II) and 0.18

(Basel-III).

Variable Basel-II Basel-III
Unconditional Crisis Unconditional Crisis

Occupation Time 100% 32.6% 100% 19.77%
Duration (quarters) - 10.26 - 3.89
Average Growth Rate 4.3% -10.3% 9.3% -9.61%
Average κ 0.0659 0.0048 0.100 0.01

Timing of Capital Requirements. There is another important lesson: the timing of capital

requirements matters. I illustrate this through an unexpected increase to Basel-III once the economy

is in a typical Basel-II crisis. To show this, in Figure 11 I compare the average growth rate that

results from the policy change with the growth rate if the economy remains under Basel-II.

There is a surprising result. The recovery under Basel-II is faster even though exit times are lower

under Basel-III. Why? Exit times from the typical Basel-III crisis are shorter because the average

Basel-III crisis is less severe. However, if the economy is already in a Basel-II crisis, the policy

change only prolongs the decline because capital requirements depress intermediation, exacerbate

adverse selection, and hurt growth. The model warns policy makers not to do in bad times what they

should have done in good times. In turn, this result suggests the use of pro-cyclical requirements,

also proposed by Kashyap and Stein (2004).
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9. CONCLUSIONS

This paper provides a theory about risky financial intermediation under asymmetric information.

The central message is that financial markets where asymmetric information is a first-order friction

are likely to be more unstable than otherwise. The source of instability is low profitability generated

when intermediation is low. This force can also lead to coordination failures to recapitalize banks

after large losses, even when resources are available. The financial crises that emerge are deep and

long-lasting.

The nature of asymmetric information and financial contracting is deliberately stark here. How-

ever, I hope this can be a first step to illustrate forces that may be introduced in models with more

complex financial markets. I tried to make the case that declines in profit margins during crises are

fundamental to understand the nature of financial crises.
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Appendix

Not for Publication

APPENDIX A: ALGORITHM

The following algorithm computes equilibria.

1. Build a grid for the state space values of A× φ and the transition function χ.

2. Build a grid on the unit interval for ω.

3. For all possible values of A × φ and ω on the grid, solve for {p (ω,A,φ) ,q (ω,p,A,φ) ,Π (ω,A,φ)}. This step

is performed once.

• Discretize a set of points between pL = minφ λ (0, φ) and pH = maxφ λ (1, φ) . Solve the optimal portfolio

problem assuming qc (ω,A,φ) = 1. To do this, find a value for ω∗ in (4) for each possible value of A×φ
and p on the grid. Interpolate over the grid for ω to obtain p (ω,A,φ).

• Using this (p (ω,A,φ) ,ω) , find q (ω,p,A,φ) , Π (ω,p,A,φ) using the expressions for these variables,

equations (7) and (9). Then, check if q (ω,p,A,φ) ≥ 1.

• For values where the condition fails, solve p (ω,A,φ) , q (ω,A,φ) jointly using (4) and (7). Finally, find

Π (ω,A,φ) using (9).

4. Guess a candidate function for ṽ.

5. Compute the set ωo using the candidate function ṽ.

• Compute, for each ω on the grid, the value of E
[
ṽ (X ′) Π

(
ω,p (ω, A, φ) ,φ′

)
|X
]
, where p (ω, A, φ) is

found in step 3. ωo is the set of values of ω that yield a zero for E
[
ṽ (X ′) Π

(
ω,p (ω, A, φ) ,φ′

)
|X
]
.

6. Compute the set ωκ.

• For each ω in the grid, compute κ = minφ Π (ω,p (ω, A, φ) ,φ)ω.

7. Compute ω∗ (X).

8. Define p (X) = p (ω∗ (X) ,A,φ) ,Π (X) = Π (ω∗ (X) ,A,φ) and q (X) = q (ω∗ (X) , p (ω∗ (X) ,A,φ) ,A,φ) .

9. Compute the transition function for X.

10. Update the ṽ (X) iterating the Bellman equation for ṽ (X) until convergence.

11. Iterate steps 4-10 until convergence.

12. Compute v (X) , d (X) , e (X) .
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APPENDIX B: PROOFS

B.1. Proof of Propositions 1, 2, and 3

Proof: The proof of propositions 1, 2, and 3 is presented jointly. The idea of the proof is to transform the producer’s

problem into a consumption-savings problem with log-preferences and linear constraints. For this, one has to solve

the quality sales decisions under asymmetric information first. This is done showing the problem is homogeneous.

Once this is done, one can use the dynamic programming arguments for homogenous objectives in Alvarez and Stokey

(1998) to argue that all Bellman equations have unique solutions. I proceed by guess and verify.

Define W p ≡ wpk ≡
(
A+ qλ̄

(
φ′
))
k and W i ≡ wik ≡ (pω∗ + qcE[λ(ω, φ′)|ω < ω∗])k as in the main text. The

guess for the c-producer’s policy function is kp,′ = βW
p

q and cp = (1− β)W p and that his value function is of the

form V p2 = ψp (X) + 1
(1−β) logW p where ψp (X) is a function of the aggregate state. For k-producers the guess is

that ki,′ = βW
i

qc and ci = (1− β)W i and that their value function is of the form V i2 = ψi (X) + 1
(1−β) logW i where

ψi (X) is, again, a function of the aggregate state.

Consider the k-producer’s problem during the first stage. Substituting the guess for V i2 and his constraints yields:

V i1 = max
I(ω)∈{0,1}

E
[
ψi (X) + log

((
p

∫ 1

0

I (ω) dω + qcE[λ(ω, φ′)|I (ω) = 1]

)
k

)
|X
]
.

From this expression, we show that choosing I (ω) is identical to choosing a cutoff ω∗ under which all units of

quality lower than this cutoff are sold. We show this by arguing that an optimal I∗ (ω) must be monotone decreasing.

Suppose not and assume the optimal plan is given by some I′ (ω) whose value cannot be attained by any monotone

decreasing policy. It is enough to show that the producer can find another candidate I (ω) that integrates to the same

number, that is monotone decreasing and that makes his value weakly greater. Thus, let’s compare I′ (ω) with some

I (ω) that integrates to the same number in [0, 1].

Since I′ (ω) and I (ω) integrate to the same number, the amount of IOUs obtained by the k-producer during the

first stage is the same: p
∫ 1

0
I (ω) dω = p

∫ 1

0
I′ (ω) dω. Now, since I (ω) is monotone decreasing and λ (ω, φ) is monotone

increasing in ω,∫
[1− I′ (ω)]λ

(
ω, φ′

)
dω ≤

∫
[1− I (ω)]λ

(
ω, φ′

)
dω

implying that any optimal can be attained by some I∗ (ω) monotone decreasing. This shows that V i1 is attained by

some monotone decreasing function.

Since I∗ (ω) is monotone decreasing, it is also equivalent to choosing a threshold ω∗. Substituting this threshold

into the objective yields an expression for the optimal cutoff rule:

(12) ω∗ (X) = arg max
ω̃

E
[
log

[
pω̃ + qc (X,X ′)

∫ 1

ω̃

λ
(
ω, φ′

)
dω

]
|X
]
.

This proves Proposition 3 provided that V i1 takes the shape of our guess. I now return to the second stage problems.

Taking the solution to (12) as given, we know that the optimal plan for a k-producer sets x = p (X)ω∗ (X) k. Using

the optimal policy for ω∗ and these definitions, one can write the second stage Bellman equation without reference

to the first stage Bellman equation. To do this, one can substitute for x and k in the second stage Bellman equation

to rewrite the k-producer’s problem as

max
c≥0,i,kb≥0

log (c) + βE
[
πV i1 + (1− π)V p1 |X

]
c+ i+ qkb = pω∗ (X) k and k′ = kb + i+ k

∫ 1

ω∗(X)

λ
(
ω, φ′

)
dω.
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Now, since
(
V i1 , V

p
1

)
are increasing in k′, and kb and i are perfect substitutes, an optimal solution will set i > 0 only

if q ≥ 1 and kb > 0 only if q ≤ 1. This implies that substituting the k-producer’s capital accumulation equation into

his budget constraint simplifies his problem to:

max
c≥0,k′

log (c) + βE
[
πV i1 (k′, X ′) + (1− π)V p1 (k′, X ′) |X

]
s.t. c+ qck′ = wik.

The same steps allow one to write the c-producer’s problem as,

max
c≥0,k′

log (c) + βE
[
πV i1 + (1− π)V p1 |X

]
s.t. c+ qk′ = wpk.

Replacing the definitions of V i1 and V p1 into the objective above, and substituting our guess yields V i2 and V p2 , we

obtain:

max
c≥0,k′

log c+
β

(1− β)
log k′ + ψ̃

i
(X) s.t. c+ qck′ = wik

and

max
c≥0,k′

log c+
β

(1− β)
log k′ + ψ̃

p
(X) s.t. c+ qk′ = wpk.

respectively. In this expressions ψ̃
i
(X) and ψ̃

p
(X) are functions of X which don’t depend on the policy decisions.

Taking first-order conditions for (k′, c) in both problems leads to:

ci = (1− β)wi (ω∗, X) k and ki,′ =
β

qc
wi (ω∗, X) k

cp = (1− β)wp (X) k and kp,′ =
β

q
wp (X) k.

These solutions are consistent with the statement of Propositions 1 and 2. To verify that the guess for our value

functions is the correct one, we substitute the optimal policies:

log (1− β)wi (ω∗, X) k +
β

(1− β)
log

β

qc
wi (ω∗, X) k + ψ̃

i
(X)

=
logwi (ω∗, X) k

(1− β)
+ ψi (X) =

logW i (k, ω∗, X)

(1− β)
+ ψi (X)

for some function ψi (X) . The same steps lead to a similar expression for c-producers. This verifies the initial guess.

The last claim in Proposition 3 is shown using the implicit function theorem. Define,

Ω (ω̃, p;X) ≡ E
[
log

(
pω̃ + qi (X,X ′)

∫ 1

ω̃

λ
(
ω, φ′

)
dω

)
|X
]
.

The optimal cutoff is a maximum of Ω (ω̃, p;X) . The Theorem of the Maximum asserts that ω̃ is continuous in p

since Ω (ω̃, p;X) is a continuous function. I use the Implicit Function Theorem to show that ω∗ (p) is increasing in

p. Since the objective is continuous and differentiable, the first order condition is necessary for an interior solution:

E

[(
p− qi (X,X ′)λ

(
ω̃, φ′

))(
pω̃ + qi (X,X ′)

∫ 1

ω̃

λ
(
ω, φ′

)
dω

)−1

|X

]
= 0.
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The second derivative is,

∂2Ω (ω̃, p;X)

∂ω̃2 = E

[
−qi (X,X ′)λω̃

(
ω̃, φ′

)(
pω̃ + qi (X,X ′)

∫ 1

ω̃

λ
(
ω, φ′

)
dω

)−1

|X

]
−

E

[(
p− qi (X,X ′)λ

(
ω̃, φ′

))2(
pω̃ + qi (X,X ′)

∫ 1

ω̃

λ
(
ω, φ′

)
dω

)−2

|X

]
because λω̃

(
ω̃, φ′

)
is positive for any φ′. This shows the objective is concave and therefore, there is a unique maximum.

Let’s assume the maximum is interior for some p. Then, it solves ∂Ω (ω̃, p;X) /∂ω̃ = 0. By the implicit function

theorem, we have that

∂ω̃

∂p
= − ∂Ω (ω̃, p;X) /∂p

∂2Ω (ω̃, p;X) /∂ω̃2 .

It suffices to show ∂Ω (ω̃, p;X) /∂p > 0. This expression is:

E

 1(
pω̃ + qi (X,X ′)

∫ 1

ω̃
λ
(
ω, φ′

)
dω
) − p

(
ω̃ − qi (X,X ′)λω̃

(
ω̃, φ′

))(
pω̃ + qi (X,X ′)

∫ 1

ω̃
λ
(
ω, φ′

)
dω
)2 |X


and arranging terms yields:

E


(
pω̃ + qi (X,X ′)

∫ 1

ω̃
λ
(
ω, φ′

)
dω
)
− p

(
ω̃ − qi (X,X ′)λω̃

(
ω̃, φ′

))(
pω̃ + qi (X,X ′)

∫ 1

ω̃
λ
(
ω, φ′

)
dω
) |X

 > 0

which is enough to guarantee a positive ∂ω̃
∂p . If there is any p for which ω∗ = 1, then by continuity of ω∗, ω∗ must

also be increasing at that point also. This proves Proposition 3.

Q.E.D.

B.2. Proof of Lemma 4 and Proposition 5

Proof: Lemma 4 and Proposition 5 are proven jointly here. We begin by guessing that V f1 (n,X) = vf1 (X)n, and

V f2 (n,X) = vf2 (X)n, where vf2 (X) = βFE
[
vf1 (X)Rb

]
if the banker remains alive, and vf2 (X) = βFRbn if he dies.

Plugging this guess into the bankers problem yields:

max
Q≥0,e∈[0,ē],d∈[0,1]

(1− τ) d− e+ βFRbE
[
vf1 (X)

(
Π
(
X,X

′
)
Q+ n′

)
|X
]

subject to

−min
X′

Π
(
X,X

′
)
Q ≤ n′

n′ = n+ e− d.

Assume that the optimal solution to this problem is characterized by some e∗ (n,X) and d∗ (n,X) yet to be deter-

mined. In equilibrium, Π
(
X,X

′
)

is finite. Hence, E
[
vf2 (X ′) Π

(
X,X

′
)]

is also finite, provided that the problem

has a solution. If E
[
vf2 (X ′) Π

(
X,X

′
)]

> 0 and −minX′ Π
(
X,X

′
)
≤ 0, the banker would set Q∗ = ∞. But this

would imply that in equilibrium Π
(
X,X

′
)
≤ 0 for any X ′ because there cannot be a future state where firms

provide infinite intermediation and there are positive profits. Hence, it is the case that if E
[
vf2 (X ′) Π

(
X,X

′
)]

>
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0→ −minX′ Π
(
X,X

′
)
> 0. Now if this is the case,

(13) Q∗ =
n′

−minX′ Π (X,X ′)
> 0.

If E
[
vf2 (X ′) Π

(
X,X

′
)]

< 0, the producer optimally sets Q∗. If E
[
vf2 (X ′) Π

(
X,X

′
)]

= 0, Q∗ is indeterminate

(but finite). Thus, in either case, E
[
vf2 (X ′) Π

(
X,X

′
)
Q∗
]

= 0.

This implies that for any optimal policy,

E
[
vf2 (X ′) Π

(
X,X

′
)
Q∗
]

= max

v
f
2 (X ′) Π

(
X,X

′
)
n′

−minX′ Π (X,X ′)
, 0

 .

Thus, one can substitute this expression into the objective of the firm and express it without reference to Q :

max
e∈[0,ē],d∈[0,n]

(1− τ) d− e+ (n+ e− d)βFRbE

vf2 (X ′) + max

 vf2 (X ′) Π
(
X,X

′
)

−minX′ Π (X,X ′)
, 0

 |X


where I also used the definition of n′. Now, it is clear from this expression that (e, d) are the choices of a linear

program. Consequently, any optimal financial policy satisfies

e > 0 only if βF

E[vf2 (X ′)] + max

E[vf2 (X ′)Π (X,X ′)]

−minX̃ Π
(
X, X̃

) , 0

 ≥ 1 and

d > 0 only if βF

E[vf2 (X ′)] + max

E[vf2 (X ′)Π (X,X ′)]

−minX̃ Π
(
X, X̃

) , 0

 ≤ (1− τ).

If the inequalities are strict, it is clear that e = ē and d = n. By linearity, e and d are indeterminate when the relations

hold with equality, and equal 0 if these are not satisfied. This implies that e (n,X) = e∗ (X)n, d (n,X) = d∗ (X)n

are solutions to the banker’s problem without loss in generality.

We now use these results to show that the value function is linear in n. Substituting the optimal policies into the

objective we obtain:(1− τ) d∗ (X)− e∗ (X) + (1 + e∗ (X)− d∗ (X))βFRbE

vf2 (X ′) + max

 vf2 (X ′) Π
(
X,X

′
)

−minX′ Π (X,X ′)
, 0

 |X
n,

which is a linear function of n.

Returning to the optimal quantity decision, it is clear that Q can be written as,

Q∗ (X)n =

{
1 + e∗ (X)− d∗ (X)

−minX′ Π (X,X ′)

}
n.

and clearly Q∗ (X) = arg maxQ̃ E
[
vf2 (X ′) Π (X,X ′) |X

]
Q̃ subject to Π

(
X,X

′
)
Q̃ ≤ n′. This proves Proposition 6.

We are ready to show that vf1 (X) solves the functional equation described in the body of the text. Define

ṽ (X) = βFRbE

vf2 (X ′) + vf2 (X ′) max

 Π
(
X,X

′
)

−minX′ Π (X,X ′)
, 0

 |X
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as the marginal value of equity in the bank, and note that

vf1 (X) = max
d∗(X)∈[0,1],e≥0

(1− τ) d∗ (X)− e∗ (X) + (1 + e∗ (X)− d∗ (X)) ṽ (X) .

If ṽ (X) ∈ ((1− τ) , 1), then vf1 (X) = ṽ (X) because (d∗ (X) , e∗ (X)) = 0. If ṽ (X) ≤ (1− τ) , then e∗ (X) = 0 and

we have that

(1− τ) d∗ (X) + (1− d∗ (X)) ṽ (X) = (1− τ) .

Finally, if ṽ (X) = 1, then, vf1 (X) = 1. This information is summarized in the following functional equation for

vf1 (X) :

vf1 (X) = min

max

βFRbE
vf2 (X ′)

1 + max

 Π
(
X,X

′
)

−minX′ Π (X,X ′)
, 0


 |X

 , (1− τ)

 , 1


which equals

min

max

E

(ρ+ (1− ρ) vf1 (X ′′)
)
βFRb

1 + max

 Π
(
X,X

′
)

−minX′ Π (X,X ′)
, 0


 |X

 , (1− τ)

 , 1

 .

This functional equation determines the slope of the banker’s value function, vf1 (X) . It can be shown that the

solution to this functional equation is unique. Assumptions 9.18-9.20 of Stokey et al. (1989) are satisfied by this

problem. It remains to be shown that Assumption 9.5 (part a) is also satisfied. By assumption, X is compact, so

the only piece left is that X is countable. Because the transition function for the state is an endogenous object, it

depends on an aggregate state, κ. It will be shown that although (d,e) are not uniquely defined, there is unique

mapping from φ to κ′. By exercise 9.10 in Stokey et al. (1989), together these assumptions ensure that there is a

unique solution to the this functional equation. Q.E.D.

B.3. Proof of Proposition 6

Proof: To obtain an expression for q, fix any sequence of states (X,X ′) and call ω̄ ≡ ω (X) . Assume q > 1 so

that Di = 0. Market clearing in stage 2 requires Dp (X,X ′) = S (X) = E
[
λ
(
ω, φ′

)
|ω ≤ ω̄

]
ω̄πK. By Proposition 1,

we can integrate across the c-producer’s policy functions to obtain an expression for Dp (X,X ′) as a function of q:

β

∫ [
W p (k, x,X)

q
− λ̄

(
φ′
)
k

]
Γc (dk) = β

A+ qλ̄
(
φ′
)

q
(1− π)K.

By market clearing, q is such that:

[
β
A+ qλ̄

(
φ′
)

q
− λ̄

(
φ′
)]

(1− π)K = E
[
λ
(
ω, φ′

)
|ω ≤ ω̄

]
ω̄πK.

Manipulating this expression leads to the value of q that satisfies market clearing:

q =
βA (1− π)

E
[
λ
(
ω, φ′

)
|ω ≤ ω̄

]
ω̄π + (1− π) (1− β) λ̄

(
φ′
) .
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Recall now that this expression is valid only when q > 1, because capital good producers are not participating in the

market. Thus, the expression is only true for values of

(14) βA

[
π

(1− π)
E
[
λ
(
ω, φ′

)
|ω ≤ ω̄

]
ω̄ + (1− β)λ

(
φ′
)]−1

> 1.

If q = 1, then it must be the case that the total demand for capital must be larger than the supply provided by

financial firms. In this case, Di (X,X ′) is obtained again by integrating across the demand for k-producers’ capital

given in Proposition 1. Thus, for a stage one price p, this demand is given by

Di + I = βpω̄πK − (1− β)E
[
λ
(
ω, φ′

)
|ω ≤ ω̄

]
(1− ω̄)πK for q = 1.

The corresponding condition is

(15) βpω̄ − (1− β)E
[
λ
(
ω, φ′

)
|ω ≤ ω̄

]
(1− ω̄)π +

[
βA− (1− β) λ̄

(
φ′
)]

(1− π) ≥ πE
[
λ
(
ω, φ′

)
|ω ≤ ω̄

]
ω̄

where the aggregate capital stock has been canceled from both sides. If the condition is satisfied, then q = 1, and

Di (q, p) = πE
[
λ
(
ω, φ′

)
|ω ≤ ω̄

]
ω̄ −

[
βR− (1− β) λ̄

(
φ′
)]

(1− π)

and

I =
[
βpω̄ − (1− β)E

[
λ
(
ω, φ′

)
|ω > ω̄

]
(1− ω̄)

]
π −Di (q, p) .

If (14) and (15) are violated, this implies q < 1 and I = 0. The corresponding market clearing-condition is obtained

by solving q from

[
βpω̄

q
− (1− β)E

[
λ
(
ω, φ′

)
|ω > ω̄

]
(1− ω̄)

]
π +

[
βA

q
− (1− β) λ̄

(
φ′
)]

(1− π)

≥ πE
[
λ
(
ω, φ′

)
|ω < ω̄

]
ω̄.

We can collect the terms where q shows in the denominator to obtain,

β (pω̄π +A)

q
= πE

[
λ
(
ω, φ′

)
|ω < ω̄

]
ω̄ + (1− β)

[
−E

[
λ
(
ω, φ′

)
|ω < ω̄

]
ω̄π + λ̄

(
φ′
)]
.

The solution is given by

q =
β (πpω̄ +A)(

βE
[
λ
(
ω, φ′

)
|ω̄ < ω̄

]
ω̄π + (1− β) λ̄

(
φ′
))

The formula in Proposition 6 corresponds to this expression. Moreover, the demand function is weakly decreasing so

for each p,X there will be a unique q satisfying the market clearing condition. We can express the profit function in

the following way:

Π (X,X ′) = max

{
(1− π)βA

πEφ′ [λ (ω) |ω̄ < ω̄] ω̄

πE
[
λ
(
ω, φ′

)
|ω̄ < ω̄

]
ω̄ + (1− β) λ̄

(
φ′
) , π̃(X,X ′)

}
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where

Π̃(X,X ′) = min

1,
(
πpi +A (1− π)

) πE
[
λ
(
ω, φ′

)
|ω̄ < ω̄

]
ω̄(

(1−β)λ
β + πω̄E

[
λ
(
ω, φ′

)
|ω̄ < ω̄

])
 .

Since both functions are increasing in E
[
λ
(
ω, φ′

)
|ω < ω̄

]
, the conditional expectation, we know by Assumption A1,

that these functions are decreasing in the shock φ′. Thus, Π (X,X ′) is decreasing in φ′. Q.E.D.

B.4. Proof of Proposition 7

Proof: Take two values of financial risk capacity, κL < κH . Fix any exogenous state A×φ and denote by XL and

XH the corresponding aggregate states for these two levels of financial risk capacity. By the last claim in Proposition

3, it is enough to show that Q∗
(
XL
)
≤ Q∗

(
XH

)
in any RCE to argue that ω∗ and p are increasing in κ. This follows

from the market-clearing condition in the first stage, Q∗κ = ω∗. We show by contradiction that Q∗
(
XH

)
> Q∗

(
XL
)

cannot be part of a RCE equilibrium as ρ→ 1. Optimality of the banker’s problem requires to solve:

Q∗ (X) = arg max
Q̃

E
[
vf2 (X ′) Π (X,X ′) |X

]
Q̃ subject to Πminφ′

(
X,X

′
)
Q̃ ≤ 1,∀X ′

so either the constraint binds or E
[
vf2 (X ′) Π (X,X ′) |X

]
= 0. Assume the constraint binds when the financial risk

capacity is low, κL. This implies that:

E
[
vf2
(
XL′)Π

(
XL, XL′) |XL

]
> 0 and

Πminφ′

(
XL, XL′

)
Q̃
(
XL
)

= 1.

In turn, market clearing implies that minφ′ Π
(
XL, XL′

)
Q̃
(
XL
)
N = minφ′ Π

(
XL, XL′

)
ω∗
(
XL
)
K, which in turn

implies that minφ′ Π
(
XL, XL′

)
ω∗
(
XL
)

= κ. Thus, ω∗
(
XL
)

is feasible for κH since minφ′ Π
(
ω∗
(
XL
)
, A, φ

)
ω∗
(
XL
)
<

κo implies Π
(
ω∗
(
XL
)
, A, φ

)
Q̃
(
XL
)
< 1. Therefore, if a RCE features Q∗

(
XL
)
> Q∗

(
XH

)
, it must be that

E
[
vf2
(
A, φ, κH + Π

(
ω∗
(
XL
)
, A, φ

))
Π
(
ω∗
(
XL
)
, A, φ

)
|XL

]
< 0. However, for ρ → 1, vf2 −→ βFRb pointwise,

there always exists some ρ sufficiently close to 1, such that E
[
vf2
(
XL′)Π

(
XL, XL′) |XL

]
> 0 also implies:

(16) E
[
vf2
(
A, φ, κH + Π

(
ω∗
(
XL
)
, A, φ

))
Π
(
ω∗
(
XL
)
, A, φ

)
|XL

]
≥ 0.

In this case, Q∗
(
XH

)
< Q∗

(
XL
)

cannot hold in a highest price equilibrium.

Assume that given XL, E
[
vf2
(
XL′)Π

(
XL, XL′) |XL

]
= 0 so bankers are not constrained. Hence, Q∗

(
XL
)

is not binding for financial risk capacity κL. Then, if a RCE features Q∗
(
XH

)
< Q∗

(
XL
)
, it must be that

E
[
vf2
(
A, φ, κH + Π

(
ω∗
(
XL
)
, A, φ

))
Π
(
ω∗
(
XL
)
, A, φ

)
|X
]
< 0. However for ρ = 1, vf2 −→ βFRb, the two con-

ditions cannot hold at the same time.

Q.E.D.
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